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Abstract
The presence of self-assembled protein aggregates known as Amyloid fibrils are
associated with an increasing number of human conditions such as type-II Dia-
betes, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s disease. A link has been made
between the fragility of these normally robust structures and an enhancement
of their toxic effects. This highlights a need for a firm understanding of the fac-
tors that govern their mechanical properties if effective therapeutic strategies
are to be developed. The main aims of this thesis are to probe, at a molecular
level, the key interactions that contribute to the mechanical stability generically
exhibited by amyloid fibril systems and then explore ways in which these may
be modulated. A variety of atomistic detailed fibrils are computationally mod-
elled and then subjected to molecular dynamics steering forces from a variety
of directions that characterise their fragmentation through disruption of the
stabilising interactions. This work focuses on models of proto-fibrils associated
with type-II Diabetes and mature fibres linked with Alzheimer’s disease. Three
separate investigations were undertaken to examine firstly the role played by the
peptide sequence in mechanical resistance, then ways of modulating mechanical
failure in polymorphic fibril arrangements and finally the mechanical effects of
heterologous cross-seed interfaces. The presence of structural defects in the
otherwise highly ordered protein aggregates were consistently found to be able
to dominate the overall mechanical characteristics of the fibrils. The results of
the simulations give further insights into the fracture mechanisms as well as
have wider implications for both therapeutic and potential nano-technological
applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1
1.1 Protein Basics
1.1 Protein Basics
Proteins are a class of biomolecules that are ubiquitous in all living organisms. They are
more abundant and structurally varied relative to the other classes of biomolecules such
as nucleic acids, sugars and lipids. They utilise their unique tertiary structures to carry
out a host of activities within and outside of the cellular environment. The diversity of
functions proteins perform include acting as enzymatic catalysts, ion channels and gates,
structural scaffolds, molecular motors & switches, signal receptors/transmitters as well as
gene regulators. Each of these distinct functions is directly related to the proteins unique
3-D structure, which is derived from its amino-acid building blocks. The amino-acids form
the main chemical composition of proteins and are attached as side-chain residues on the
backbone of a polypeptide. There are 20 known naturally occurring amino-acids and these
have properties that range from being (un)polar, (un)charged, hydrophobic, hydrophilic to
acidic or basic. The order in which the amino-acid sequence is arranged (primary structure)
determines the properties of the polypeptide as it influences the native fold adopted. As the
shape of a protein is closely related to its function, different combinations of the primary
sequence result in a uniquely folded protein. This, in part, accounts for the multitude of
roles these biomolecules are able to undertake.
1.1.1 Folding and Misfolding
How proteins transform from an unfolded or linear polypeptide chain to the native func-
tional state is a subject that has been widely studied though not yet fully understood.
Current models to describe folding events treat the process as stochastic, resulting from
the combined effects of a number of interactions (1; 2; 3). These are thought to originate
from the intrinsic properties of the amino-acid sequence which give rise to van der Waal,
hydrophobic, coulombic and hydrogen bond interactions. Folding models utilise the concept
of a funnel shaped rugged energy landscape on which a polypeptide chain would explore the
available conformational space before reaching a unique native fold at the global minimum
(3; 4). The energy landscape is distinct and specific to each polypeptide chain as it is
encoded into the amino-acid sequence.
During the folding process, a peptide exploring its conformational space within the energy
landscape may become kinetically trapped in a local minimum away from the global mini-
mum (fig 1.1). This would leave it in a partially or mis-folded state that is effectively unable
2
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Figure 1.1: A sketch of the conformational energy landscape available to an unfolded protein. The region
on the left (light grey) depicts a pathway that eventually leads to the correct native fold. The region on the
right (dark-grey) relates to the landscape in which the mis-folded proteins aggregate to form amyloid fibrils.
(Image reproduced from (3) ).
to function in its shape related role. Given the biological importance of the range of protein
functions, the predominance of mis-folded proteins may have severe consequences for the
host organism. As such, a number of mechanisms are in place to identify and aid the mis-
folded proteins reach the desired fold. This is carried out by a class of molecular chapreons
such as GroEL and Heat Shock Proteins (HSP) which not only ensure the correct fold is
achieved but also that the folding process occurs at a rapid rate (5). In cases where the
mis-folded peptide is unable to correctly fold despite repeated attempts by the chapreons,
it is eventually marked for proteolytic degradation.
However, under certain environmental conditions the meta-stable partially folded proteins
may increase in population. These then self-assemble via nucleation dependent polymerisa-
tion mechanisms into ordered aggregates known as amyloid fibrils (1; 3; 6). The formation
of the amyloid aggregates is usually undesirable as their occurrence in vivo is almost in-
variably linked a number of fatal human diseases. The interactions involved in attaining
3
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the native protein fold are ironically thought to be the same as those that drive both the
mis-folding and aggregation events (2; 4).
The work outlined in this thesis is primarily concerned with understanding the factors that
influence mechanical stability in amyloid fibrils, through the use of computational simulation
methods. The relative importance of the mechanical characteristics of fibrils is exhibited in
the fibril propagation kinetics as well as fibril toxicity. The remaining sections of this chapter
thus serve as both an introduction to and a discussion of the nature of amyloid fibrils. Strong
emphasis throughout the discussion is placed on how the mechanical properties relate to
various aspects associated with the amyloid state. The chapter then concludes with an
explicit statement of the overall aims of the thesis.
1.2 Amyloid Fibrils
Introduction
Amyloid fibrils are formed when peptides or mis-folded proteins self-assemble into filamen-
tous aggregates. Although the presence of the amyloid aggregates is associated with a
number of neurodegenerative and pathological human diseases (7; 8) it is still not clear if
the fibrils are the cause or merely symptomatic by-products of the disease state (9). As
such, a lot of research has gone into understanding not only the mechanisms of amyloid
formation but also their physical and structural properties. The goal of such research has
focused on the development of therapeutic measures to alleviate effects of amyloid related
disease as well as to gain fundamental insights into protein (mis)folding.
1.2.1 Kinetics of amyloid formation
Amyloidogenic proteins are able to form fibrils both in vivo and in vitro. Observations of
in vitro amyloid formation suggest that the fibrillisation events proceeds via a nucleation
dependant pathway in which fibril growth is achieved as protein monomers are added to a
transiently populated aggregation nucleus (2; 3; 4). The formation of the nucleus is ther-
modynamically unfavourable as there is a characteristic lag phase prior to any fibril growth.
Once the initial nucleus has formed however, fibril elongation becomes very favourable
and growth proceeds rapidly until the available monomers have been consumed. The lag
4
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of typical growth kinetics for amyloid fibrils. The blue curve shows
un-seeded growth in which there is a characteristic lag phase followed by a rapid elongation phase. The red
curve shows elimination of the lag phase when seeding material is added.
phase can be significantly shortened or eliminated by ’seeding‘ growth with preformed fib-
ril/peptide fragments that ensure fibrillisation kinetics directly go the elongation phase.
The characteristic kinetic profiles exhibited during normal and seeded fibril growth are con-
trasted in figure 1.2. Since the seed fragments are nucleation sites on which polymerisation
is initiated, there is a resultant increased rate of fibril formation (2; 3).
At present, there is neither a firm understanding of the physical mechanisms that drive
the formation of the precursor transient oligomers that precede amyloid fibrillisation nor is
there any structural information about the oligomers available. In this regard, computer
models and simulation have proved useful in the characterisation of nucleation barriers of
amyloid formation. Coarse grained molecular dynamics on the self-assembly of a system
made up of eighty 12-residue peptides have, for instance, suggested a two step condensation
ordering mechanism in which the disordered oligomeric aggregates are formed first which
then reorganise into ordered fibrils (6). The form of the free energy barriers calculated from
such simulations provide further insights and rationalisation for the universal features of
protein aggregation e.g non-specific hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding.
The fibrillisation kinetics can be further understood if the breakage or fragmentation of
growing individual fibrils is taken into account (10; 11). In vitro experimental studies into
5
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the effects of mechanical agitation during the polymerisation phase highlight a drastic re-
duction in the time taken to form fibrils, with the lag phase visibly absent (10). This is
consistent with nucleated growth as the fibril fragments provide additional sites, on ei-
ther end, on which monomers can attach thus increasing the amount of fibril material.
Fragmentation events in vivo may occur either spontaneously due to thermal fluctuations,
applied mechanical stresses or through the action of molecular chaperones such as HSP104
(12). Consequently, a firm understanding of the mechanical character of the fibrils may
prove invaluable in designing therapeutic strategies against amyloid related diseases. Addi-
tionally, such insights would be a requirement in the development of effective fibril based
nano-materials. These ideas are discussed further in section §1.3.
1.2.2 Properties and Structural organisation
The classification of a proteinaceous aggregate as amyloid is dependent on it satisfying a
number of criteria. For historical reasons and disease association, amyloid has been defined
from a pathological perspective. In this viewpoint, amyloid is an aggregate of un-branched
protein fibers that are found in vivo as either extra or intra-cellular deposits whose presence
is linked to disease (13). There is also an additional requirement that these aggregates
bind to Congo-red dye which then displays green birefringence when viewed with crossed
polarisers (1; 13). However, given that a host of proteins and peptides are able to form
fibrils in vitro that are structurally similar to those found in vivo which may have no obvious
disease association, a structural based definition of amyloid has been more useful. In this
structural viewpoint, amyloid is best defined as any self-assembled proteinaceous aggregate
of un-branched fibres that displays a cross-β fibre diffraction pattern and also preferentially
binds to dyes such as Congo-red and Thioflavin-T.
Attempts at structural determination of amyloid fibrils by traditional biophysical techniques
such as X-ray crystallography and NMR have proved unsuccessful as the fibrils not only lack
long range order but are also insoluble. This has meant structural information has been
limited to models inferred from a combination of AFM/EM images, x-ray fiber diffraction
patterns, and solid state NMR distance restraints. An interesting outcome from these tech-
niques has been the observation that regardless of the peptide sequence under study, all
amyloid fibrils posses similar structural features.
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Figure 1.3: X-ray fibre diffraction pattern for amyloid from which the cross-β structural organisation is
inferred. The characteristic reflections at 4.7 A˚ and 9.7 A˚ relate to inter-strand separation and inter-sheet
side chain spacing respectively. (Reproduced from (15) ).
Images from AFM and EM probing for instance collectively show that the mature fibrils
have an un-branched morphology (14). Meanwhile, X-ray fibre diffraction patterns reveal
that fibrils are composed of stacked β-sheets that are parallel to the fibril long axis, with
the peptide strands perpendicular to this axis (1; 3; 4). This is referred to as the cross-β
motif and it is a defining feature of all amyloid. Figure 1.3 shows a typical cross-β fibre
diffraction pattern from which the structural organisation within the fibril is inferred. The
meridional reflection signal at ≈ 4.7 A˚ gives the spacing between individual peptides in a
single β-sheet, each of which adopts the extended beta-strand motif. An equatorial reflec-
tion at ≈ 10 A˚ in the pattern represents the separation between a pair of interfaced stacked
β-sheets. The individual peptides within a single β-sheet are held together by inter-peptide
backbone hydrogen bonding whilst the interactions between the pair of sheets are mainly
driven by hydrophobic forces.
Polymorphism in Amyloid
Even though all amyloid fibrils share the the same cross-β motif as a building block despite
differences in the amino-acid sequence, there is nonetheless a wide variety of morphologies
adopted by the mature fibrils once they form. These include sheets, ribbons, fibers and
tubular structures (fig 1.4). When environmental conditions such as pH, temperature and
salt concentration are varied, diversity in fibril morphology can also manifest even when
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Figure 1.4: Transmission Electron Microscopy images of different fibril morphologies formed under various
environmental conditions. The amyloidogenic GNNQQNY peptide can be found in a variety of fibrillar
forms that include (a) straight fibres, (b) ribbons or (c) micro-crystals. Other possible morphologies include
twisted fibrils as shown in panels (d) and (e) for Aβ40 and KFFEAAAKFFE peptides respectively (Adapted
from (14) ).
the same peptide sequence is used. This characteristic is known as polymorphism and
is an intrinsic property of amyloidogenic peptides. The polymorphs may exhibit different
chemical properties in addition to their distinct structural organisation. A number of stable
polymorphic fibril forms have also been found to exist simultaneously under identical solu-
tion conditions (1; 3; 16; 17). It is posited that the ability to form polymorphs maybe the
mechanism by which different strains of infectious prions are produced (18).
Polymorphism is possible due to the number of structural organisation options available
to the fibrils. Firstly, changes in the numbers of proto-filaments that twist round each other
to make a fiber can give rise to different types of morphologies. Secondly, the relative
arrangements of the proto-filaments within a fibril such as registry shifts between a pair
of β-sheets also contribute to the multitude of polymorphic forms available. Finally, the
arrangements of the peptides within the β-sheet (parallel or anti-parallel) and the orien-
tations of stacked pairs of β-sheets relative to each other increase the diversity of fibril
morphologies available to a particular sequence. The latter structural organisational option
is associated with so-called ‘steric zipper’ classes which are described in following section.
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Figure 1.5: The eight possible steric zipper classes relating to polymorphic arrangements of peptides
within fibrils. (Image adapted from (20) ).
Steric Zipper classes
So-called steric zippers where first observed in X-ray crystallography experiments on micro-
crystal arrays formed from short segments of full length amyloidogenic proteins (19; 20).
In these experiments, both fibrils and micro-crystals of the short peptides (e.g GNNQQNY)
were shown to have a similar morphology to fibrils obtained from the parent proteins. The
micro-crystals revealed that the side-chains on interacting stacked pairs of sheets fit tightly
together in a very complementary manner like teeth in a zipper (19). This tight fitting
interface is devoid of water molecules and is thought to be a fundamental structural feature
of the fibrils. The experiments and subsequent symmetry considerations suggest that there
are eight possible configurations that a pair of β-sheets may adopt (20). The eight steric
zipper classes are defined in terms of; the orientations of the strands within a sheet (parallel
vs anti-parallel), the orientation of strands between the sheets (up vs down) as well as the
relative orientations of the pair of sheets with each other (face to face vs face to back).
Figure 1.5 shows the peptide arrangements of each of the eight steric zipper classes.
In each class of steric zippers, the major interactions responsible for the stability of the
fibrils is the dense network of hydrogen bonds between peptide ladders within each β-sheet.
It would be expected, if one considers the Pauling-Corey model of a β-sheet, that the
anti-parallel arrangements of peptide strands would be more favourable than the parallel
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counterpart.This assertion has been confirmed by a systematic study of all eight steric
zipper classes modelled on fibrils formed by various (non-G/Q rich) peptide sequences. The
symmetry class was found to directly affect fibril stability, with anti-parallel arrangements
being more thermodynamically stable than the parallel ones (21). Interestingly however,
both parallel and anti-parallel steric zipper polymorphic forms of an amyloidogenic segment
of the human amylin protein (hIAPP) have been experimentally observed simultaneously
(16; 22). Both these polymorphic forms are the subject of the inquiry described in chapter 4.
1.3 Amyloid Perspectives: The Bad, the Good & the Useful
Perspectives of the amyloid state in relation to native protein folds have greatly shifted
since a study revealed that the ability to form amyloid structures is a generic property of
all peptides, regardless of amino-acid sequence (23). In this generic hypothesis of amyloid
formation, it is surmised that the ability to assemble into ordered cross-β structures is
not an unusual feature possessed by a small number of proteins/peptides with special
sequence or structural properties but rather an inherent characteristic of all polypeptide
chains (5; 8; 23; 24). This means that the amyloid state can be viewed as an alternate
conformational state available to the protein in addition to the the native fold. It is thought
that the energy minimum for individual chains in mature amyloid fibrils may be much deeper
and sharper than that of the native monomeric proteins (fig 1.1). A consequence of this
paradigm shift is that focus has moved on from just the undesirable effects of amyloid
to understanding how nature utilises the properties of this protein state. The section
below gives three different accounts of how amyloid may be viewed as either undesirable,
biologically functional or as a material in nano-technology devices.
1.3.1 The Bad: Disease implicated Amyloid
Amyloid fibrils are at present associated with an more than 30 neurodegenerative or patho-
logical human diseases. The range encompasses conditions like Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s,
Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy, Parkinson’s, Type II diabetes, Dialysis related
amyloidosis (DRA) and Senile systemic amyloidosis (7; 8). These are all linked to the
mis-folding and self aggregation of normally functional proteins which, for the previously
listed diseases, are Amyloid-Beta, Huntingtin, Prion protein (PrP), α-synuclein, Amylin,
β-2-microglobulin and Transthyretin respectively. Amyloid material has been found in both
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extra and intra cellular deposits in organs such the brain of patients with Alzheimer’s dis-
eases, joints of DRA patients and in the pancreas of patients with type II diabetes (7). A
recently published review on human diseases offers a detailed and current understating of
the role played by amyloid fibrils in neurodegenerative or pathological conditions (13).
Although the link between the presence of amyloid deposits and the diseased state has
been made, there isn’t at present any consensus on the identity of the toxic species. While
some studies strongly suggest that the oligomeric structures arising during the early stages
of fibril formation are responsible for toxicity (9; 25; 26), other studies indicate that the
mature fibrils are also potent toxic agents as well (27; 28; 29; 30). Furthermore, the
mechanism by which the fibrils or the on-pathway oligomers induce cytotoxicity are not yet
understood either. Possible mechanisms by which the toxic species may act is to bind to
the cell membranes and either permeabilize them (31) or form channels that can affect for
example, the homeostasis of ions like Ca2+ (27).
In recent years, a link has been made between the decrease in length of fibrils, caused by
fragmentation, and an increase in their toxic effects (28; 32). Fractured fibrils of reduced
length seem more readily able to disrupt model liposome membranes and a selection of
cell lines than their longer counterparts (33) thus implying the shorter fibril fragments
are more cytotoxic (for β-2-microglobulin, α-synuclein & PrP) . This feature however,
doesn’t seem to be generic character in all fibrils. A study of two conformationally distinct
polymorphs of the Syrian hamster prion protein for instance, reveals that fibril fragments
were indeed more toxic for one polymorphic state but that fragments of the other state
were substantially less toxic than the intact fibrils (28). These results highlight that in
order for effective therapeutic measures against amyloid related diseases to be developed,
serious consideration has to also be given to their mechanical characteristics.
1.3.2 The Good: Functional Amyloid
The self-assembly, mechanical stability and high resistance to degradation of amyloid fibrils
may combine to frustrate attempts at biological clearance or therapeutic treatments in the
disease state. These very characteristics however, make them ideal structures for exploita-
tion by nature in a functional capacity. A number of organisms have been found that do
indeed take advantage of the amyloid motif to form so called ’functional‘ amyloid. The
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formation of these functional fibrils is always a highly regulated process geared towards min-
imising potential risk of toxicity and harm to the organism. Examples of known functional
amyloid found in diverse organisms can be found in the relevant literature (34), here only
a summary is presented.
Bacteria such as E. coli utilise amyloid Curli protein fibres as the main constituent of extra-
cellular bio-films (35). The bio-films are essential to the survival of bacterial communities
as they provide a protective coating that is highly resistant to the action of antimicrobial
agents or thermal degradation. Fibril production is highly regulated in that the aggregating
monomers (CgsA subunit) in the Curli protein only self-assemble when bound, extracellu-
larly, to a protein (CgsB subunit) anchored in the bacterial membrane (35). This avoids
exposing the bacteria to harmful effects of fibril formation as initiation, production and
elongation can only occur outside the organism. These Curli fibrils also aid in the surface
adhesion and binding activities of the bacteria (35).
Amyloid and amyloid-like building blocks are also found in the web and silk spun by spiders
(36). Spider silk is renowned for its mechanical properties which are directly derived from
the presence and structural organisation of amyloid-like fibrils (fig 1.6). The mechanisms
by which spiders are able to produce and store soluble proteins before conversion or secre-
tion of insoluble silks are carried out in highly specialised glands (36). Such mechanisms,
though not fully understood, may be optimised to protect spiders from disastrous effects
of amyloid. Other organisms that exploit the mechanical characteristics provided by the
amyloid state include fish, silkmoths and various insects. They use amyloid fibrils formed
from chorion proteins as a protective material in egg envelopes (37; 38). The fibril ma-
terial in the egg envelops protect the embryos/larvae of these organisms from undesirable
external chemical and environmental conditions such as heat, degradation by proteases and
mechanical stresses.
The occurrence of amyloid in humans has traditionally been linked in one way or the other
with disease. In recent years however, discovery of functional amyloid vital for melanin
biosynthesis in humans has been made (40). Amyloid fibrils formed from a fragment of
the Pmel17 protein are used as templates for the orientation and polymerisation of melanin
precursor monomers. The synthesis takes place in specialised organelles of the cell called
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Figure 1.6: Hierarchical structural organisation in spider silk. The presence of amyloid-like assemblies
(schematically shown as rectangles) are responsible for the high tensile strength. (Adapted from (39) )
melanosomes. Interestingly, other fibrils from proteins such as Aβ & α-synuclein have
been shown (in vitro) to be able to act as templates for melanin polymerisation (40) thus
implying that Pmel17 fibril structure alone is required for its function. However, comparisons
of the rates of fibrillisation show that the aggregation of Pmel17 is at least 4 orders of
magnitude faster than rates found in Aβ or α-synuclein amyloid formation (40). This
extremely rapid Pmel17 fibrillisation rate is thought have been selected through evolution
for melanin biosynthesis as it avoids the formation or accumulation of intermediate toxic
oligomeric states. The extremely rapid fibrillisation rate and use of specialised organelles is
an example of the extent to which functional amyloid production is highly regulated.
1.3.3 The Useful: Amyloid Derived Nano-materials
The intrinsic properties of amyloid structures also make them very attractive candidates for
the building blocks of novel nano-materials (41). Their in vitro self-assembly makes them
particularly suited for the bottom-up construction of nano-devices, especially given that
this ability is available to any peptide sequence. In addition, peptides are highly function-
isable and fibrils adopt a range of morphologies that can be modulated by minor changes
in pH, salt concentration and temperature. These characteristics coupled with mechanical
robustness and resistance to degradation make a compelling case for utilisation of amy-
loid in nano-technological applications. An abundant wealth of information about these
assemblies already exists in the literature as they have been extensively studied due to their
pathogenic links. To date, a number of potential nano-technological applications have been
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proposed with some successful proof of principle demonstrations already available (41; 42).
The most successful demonstration of the utility of amyloid based nano-material design has
been the construction of electrically conducting nano-wires (43). Peptides formed from the
amyloidogenic Sup35p protein were modified to include surface-accessible cysteine residues.
The peptides were then functionalised thorough covalent links between the cysteine residues
and colloidal gold particles. The resulting self-assembled fibrils were able to conduct cur-
rent with low electrical resistance and displayed ohmic behaviour. Interestingly, when the
voltage was ramped up above a critical value, the current flow stopped completely as the
fibrils became vapourised, thus acting as a nano-scale fuse (43).
Amyloid based materials have also been proposed as potential drug delivery devices. Two
schemes that have been demonstrated include functionalised fibrils that allow the con-
trolled slow release of peptide monomeric drugs (44) and an amyloid matrix material in
which drug molecules are enclosed until they reach a target site (45). Other implemen-
tations have included using amyloid as a material in construction of structural & tissue
engineering scaffolds (46; 47), hydro-gels (48) and thin films (49).
All these schemes (drug delivery, nano-wires etc) rely in some part, on the ability to control
the mechanical strength of the fibrils in distinct ways to function effectively. The nano-
wires for example, have to be as long as possible but not liable to fragmentation whilst the
drug delivery devices only have to be mechanically robust until they reach the target site
whereupon they have to be brittle enough to release their cargo. A thorough understand-
ing of ways to modulate the mechanical character of the chosen fibril system is therefore
needed in the development of each of these applications. The next section of this chapter
is concerned with the current methods by which the mechanical properties of fibrils are
assessed.
1.4 Mechanical Characterisation of Amyloid
Amyloid fibrils are mechanically stiff structures with remarkable elastic properties (50). In-
sulin fibrils for instance, have a strength of ≈ 0.6 GPa which is comparable to the value for
steel and a stiffness (Young’s modulus) of ≈ 3.3 GPa which is comparable to that of silk
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Figure 1.7: Comparisons of Young’s modulus (Stiffness) as function of Strength for various materials.
Amyloid fibrils are represented in orange, other proteinaceous biomaterials in green, non-proteinaceous
biomaterials in brown and inorganic materials in blue. (Adapted from (50) ).
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(51). They are amongst the most mechanically stable biological structures made solely of a
proteinaceous composition (fig 1.7). The major contribution to their mechanical character
stems from individually weak backbone hydrogen-bond interactions that form a dense net-
work which then acts cooperatively during mechanical resistance. Measurements of amyloid
elastic properties have been made from a combination of biophysical and computational
methods.
1.4.1 Biophysical mechanical measurements
Despite the obvious biomedical importance of the mechanical properties of amyloid fibrils,
only few biophysical techniques are currently able to characterise their responses to force
experimentally at the molecular level. This is due in part to practical limitations on how
the fibrils can be prepared and tethered while the deformation is applied. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) is a means by which fibrils are imaged and primarily force probed. AFM
has been used to mechanically probe an adhesive secreted by a marine invertebrate (Entob-
della soleae) (52; 53) that contains mechanically functional amyloid.
The AFM technique has also been used to measure the elastic modulus of a number of
amyloid and amyloid-like fibril species through force spectroscopy and nano-indentation
(51; 54; 55; 56; 57) experiments that record the local response of a selected region rather
than that of the fibril as a whole. Analysis of AFM topographic data taken from images of a
number of fibril species, to obtain their bending rigidity, reveals that fibrils have a high elas-
tic modulus whose molecular basis stems from backbone intermolecular hydrogen bonding
(58). Other methods include the use of synchrotron x-ray diffraction at high pressures to
study fibrils under mechanical compression (59) which reproduce elastic moduli comparable
those in AFM experiments.
1.4.2 Computational mechanical measurements
Computer simulations, in which the geometry of the system being studied and the manner
in which force is applied can be precisely controlled, are particularly valuable in comple-
menting experimental studies. Steered molecular dynamics simulations have been used to
probe the force-induced unbinding of a single peptide from Aβ fibrils and demonstrated an
anisotropic response relative to the pulling direction (60). Another set of simulations were
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Figure 1.8: Human and rat versions of amylin have very similar amino-acid sequences. The places where
the sequences differ (marked in red) are believed to confer amyloidogenic properties in the human version
not present in the rat analogue.
able to measure the Young’s modulus for Aβ fibrils through a combination of compres-
sive and tensile loading conditions (61; 62; 63). Simulations replicating AFM experiments
can also characterise the elastic properties of proteins such as titin (64; 65). They re-
produce force-extension profiles similar to those found in AFM measurements. However,
such simulations tend to report peak forces many orders of magnitude higher than in the
experiments due to the time steps and pulling rates used. They do nonetheless, provide
dynamical information not accessible to the experiments about the relevant interactions and
structural reorganisations in the fibrils due to the applied force. In the work described in
later chapters of this thesis, the steered molecular dynamics simulation method is the main
probing mode applied to characterise mechanical aspects of different amyloid systems. A
brief introduction and background to the proteins from which each studied amyloid system
arises is therefore provided in the next section.
1.5 Meet the Protein models
In the work presented in this thesis, two distinct amyloid systems are modelled in atomistic
detail and then mechanically probed through the use of computational methods. The model
systems are from the amyloidogenic proteins, amylin and amyloid-beta, which are associated
with type II diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease respectively.
Amylin: Islet amyloid polypeptide
Amyloid deposits are found in the pancreas of ≈ 95% of patients with type II diabetes (66).
The main constituent of the fibrillar deposits is the normally soluble and physiologically
functional amylin protein. Amylin, also known as the islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), is
a 37 amino-acid residue protein believed to play a role in the regulation of glucose as it
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is co-secreted with insulin (31). The amino-acid sequence of amylin is highly conserved
across several species with only slight variations from organism to organism (66). An
interesting observation is that despite similarity of sequence between human and rodent
analogues (fig 1.8), rats do not develop type II diabetes nor do they show signs of fibril
deposits in their pancreas (31). This led to speculation that the regions where these two
sequences differ could be responsible for the amyloidogenic nature of human version. This
is confirmed by studies on amylin fragments utilising peptides where rat and human amylin
differ (region 20 to 29 in the sequnce). The 10-residue human version, hIAPP20−29, readily
forms fibrils whilst the the rat analogue, rIAPP20−29, is unable to form stable fibrils (67).
The hIAPP20−29 fragment of amylin (SNNFGAILSS) is a convenient archetypal model
used in both experimental and computational studies of amyloid related phenomena due to
its relative small size and amyloidogenicity.
Amyloid Beta: Aβ protein
One of the hallmarks of the neurodegenerative age related Alzheimer’s disease is the pres-
ence of amyloid deposits in the brain of affected patients (7). The deposits consist mainly
of aggregated Amyloid-Beta (Aβ) proteins whose physiological function is as yet undeter-
mined. Aβ is derived from a much longer transmembrane protein, β-amyloid Precursor
Protein (APP), which is also of unknown physiological function. Proteolytic cleavage of
APP leads to a much shorter 39 to 43 residue Aβ protein, whose exact length depends on
the location of β- and γ-secretase cleavage sites (fig 1.9). This results in a heterogeneous
mix of different length Aβ peptides, of which the 40 and 42 residue peptides (Aβ40 & Aβ42)
are the dominant species (fig 1.10).
Aβ42 has a much higher aggregation ability and neurotoxicity relative to Aβ40 (68). Al-
though both species have been extensively studied, only fibrils formed by Aβ40 have so far
been structurally determined. A combination of ssNMR and other biophysical techniques
have led to two distinct models for the fibrils (69; 70). Each model is made up of U-shaped
Aβ40 monomers which stack to form either a 2- or 3-fold symmetric structure. The 2-fold
symmetric model is thought to represent a proto-filament while 3-fold symmetric structure
is that of a mature fibril (70). A schematic representation of the 3-fold symmetric model
as determined from ssNMR constraints is shown in figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.9: A 365 residue long transmembrane β-amyloid Precursor Protein (purple) is proteolytically
cleaved by action of β- and γ-secretase (along dotted red line) to form the shorter Aβ peptide.
Figure 1.10: The Aβ40 and Aβ42 protein sequences both associated with Alzheimer’s disease differ only
in two additional isoleucine and alanine residues at the C- terminus of Aβ42 .
Figure 1.11: A) The 3-fold symmetric Aβ40 fibril model obtained from ssNMR data. B) Three U-shaped
Aβ40 monomers of a single layer of the fibril. (reproduced from (70)). The 3-fold fibril model is exclusively
used in the relevant chapters of this work.
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In early on-set Alzheimer’s disease, the characteristic symptoms become evident before the
age of 65, with a rapid decline in the affected individual. Early on-set Alzheimer’s disease has
been linked to mutations in the gene that expresses APP (71). These mutations then lead
to single amino-acid substitutions in Aβ that tend to cluster around residue 21 to 23. Each
Aβ variant peptide displays enhanced aggregation and neurotoxicity and is associated with
the Familial Alzheimer’s Diseases (FAD) i.e early on-set Alzheimer’s disease (72). Examples
of FAD related Aβ variants include Flemish (A21G), Arctic (E22G), Dutch (E22Q), Italian
(E22K) and Iowa (D23N) mutations.
1.6 Aims of This Work
The main aims of the work presented in this thesis are to understand, at a molecular level,
how the intrinsic interactions within amyloid fibril structures influence their mechanical re-
sponses to externally applied forces. The motivation behind this is to gain further insights
into the process of fibril fragmentation which, as already discussed here, has direct im-
plications for fibril proliferation, toxicity and potential utility. The computational steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) simulation technique is primarily used to probe and disrupt the
stabilising interactions in a variety of fibril structures, which are modelled in atomistic de-
tail. The theoretical basis for the simulation methods and details of their implementation on
the fibril models are outlined in chapter 2. Three distinct investigations are undertaken in
pursuit of the above stated aims. The details and outcome of each are presented separately
in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
The investigation outlined in chapter 3 is concerned with the role played by the amino-
acid side-chains in determining the mechanical character of amyloid fibrils. This study uses
a number of sequence modified fibril models of the SNNFGAILSS fragment of the amylin
protein implicated in type II diabetes. The focus is on how the structural order imposed
by the amino-acid residue substitutions on the β-sheet assemblies impacts on both the
thermodynamic and mechanical stability of fibrils.
The study in chapter 4 examines how the different steric packing arrangements found
in fibril polymorphs can be manipulated as a means to modulate their mechanical prop-
erties. Three polymorphic structures of amylin SNNFGAILSS derived fibrils, with various
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modifications, are compared and contrasted during the different force probing modes.
The final investigation in chapter 5 is partly inspired by the observations made in the
preceding studies (chapters 3 & 4). It focuses on the role of structural defects that may
arise due to hetrologous cross-seeding events in fibril formation. This work uses the larger
Aβ fibril models implicated in Alzheimer’s disease, with cross-seeding modelled between the
wild-type Aβ and selected Familial Alzheimer’s Diseases (FAD) variants.
The major findings of all three investigations are summarised in chapter 6 along with a
discussion of possible avenues of future research opened up by this work.
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Theory and Methodology
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Synopsis
This chapter presents the theoretical foundations, strengths and limitations of the simulation
techniques employed to achieve the stated aims of this work. An outline of the methods
developed to construct, refine and mechanically probe the various fibril models are discussed.
Finally, the analysis methods and tools used through the work presented in chapters 3, 4
and 5 are given.
2.1 Molecular Dynamics
Overview
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a computational technique originally developed to
study condensed phase matter in 1957 using hard sphere models. It wasn’t until 1977
that the first successful MD simulation of a bio-macromolecule was reported (73) on the
folded globular protein bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI). Since then a number of
theoretical and technological advances have seen MD grow from a complementary tool for
established experimental biophysical techniques to arguably a field in its own right. This
view is particularly highlighted in a recent review of biomolecular simulation focusing on
the progress made in the past 35 years (74) in areas such as structure prediction, protein
folding & interpretation of experimental phenomena from a host of biomolecules. Despite
its wide successes, the theoretical principles underpinning MD are relatively simple. Given
an initial structure (atomic positions) of a molecule, molecular dynamics seeks to evolve
the system until new atomic positions can be determined by simply considering their en-
ergetic interactions. By doing this iteratively over a given period, a trajectory of the time
evolution of the system is built up from which a wealth of information on the molecule can
be obtained which would not have been accessible from just the static model.
Below is a brief description of the theoretical basis and means of implementation of the
MD technique. The section heavily references three excellent resources, books by Leach
(75), Schlick (76) and Mccammon (77), which detail the theoretical formulation of the MD
method as applied in biomolecular simulation.
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2.1.1 Theoretical Formalism
The central physical principle that governs MD simulation is Newtons second law of motion
eqn ( 2.1) which relates the force, F, experienced by mass,m, in motion to its rate of change
of momentum. For a system with a known starting configuration i.e atomic positions, r, it is
possible to numerically integrate the equation of motion iteratively such that new snapshots
of the next atomic positions are generated at each time step.
F = m
d2r
dt2
= ma (2.1)
Typically, positions of atoms in bio-molecules are obtained from experimental techniques
such as X-ray crystallography or ssNMR. In the absence of experimental structures it is
possible to rationally design and construct computational models of the bio-molecules of
interest.
In order to make use of eqn (2.1) to evolve a molecular model, the forces on the indi-
vidual constituent atoms can be computed from considering their energetic interactions
with their neighbours. A classical empirical function is used to account for the possible
inter-atomic interactions in terms of their relative positions. This potential energy func-
tion, U(r)total, is also known as the forcefield and is made up of a summation of energy
terms. The forces on each of the atoms due to interactions with their neighbours are thus
obtained from the gradient of the forcefield, eqn (2.2).
F = −∇U(r)total (2.2)
The molecular mechanics forcefield:
Since the potential U(r)total is an empirically derived function, it is not surprising that a
diversity of biomolecular forcefields exist. These may have different terms in their functional
forms, or maybe similar but posses different sets of parameters. Examples of popular
forcefields used to MD simulation on macromolecules are AMBER, CHARMM, GROMOS,
MM2/3/4 and OPLS. A common theme embodied in the forcefields is that potential energy
function consist of a summation of bonded and non-bonded interaction energy terms. A
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the interaction energy terms that are found in a typical molecular
dynamics forcefield. The bonded terms relate to bond stretching, angle bending and bond rotation. Non-
bonded terms are electrostatic and van der Waal interactions.
generic form of the energy function is given in eqn (2.3).
U(r)total =
∑
bonds
Kr(r − req)
2 +
∑
angles
Kθ(θ − θeq)
2 +
∑
dihedrals
Vn
2
[1 + cos(nφ− γ)]
+
∑
i<j
[
Aij
R12ij
−
Bij
R6ij
+
qiqj
ǫRij
]
(2.3)
Figure 2.1 shows the origins of each term in eqn (2.3) and these are discussed in turn.
The first three terms in eqn (2.3) relate to the bonded interactions between sets of co-
valently linked atoms in the molecule. The first term (summation over bonds) describes
the stretching of a bond between two atoms about an reference distance req and is repre-
sented by a harmonic term with the strength of the bond defined by a spring constant Kr.
Similarly, the second term (summation over angles) relates to bond bending between three
atoms about an equilibrium bond angle θeq whose strength is determined by a bending
spring constant Kθ.
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The use of harmonic potentials to describe bond stretching and bending is only valid for
small fluctations about the equilibrium positions. For larger fluctuations however, the har-
monic expressions of these interactions does not capture bond breakage or formation events
that may occur in typical chemical reactions. Behaviour at large deformations like bond
disassociation during bond stretching for instance are more accurately described by the
Morse potential, eqn (2.4).
U(r)bond = De(1− e
−a(r−req))2 (2.4)
For two bonded atoms separated by a distance r, the bonded potential, U(r)bond between
them will depend on the depth the well of the potential (disassociation energy), De, a ref-
erence bond length req and a parameter a that describes how quickly the potential changes
with increasing separation. The Morse potential is however rarely ever implemented in cur-
rent forcefields as it is not only much more computationally intensive than the harmonic
approximation but also needs to be parametrised for three terms for each bond.
The final bonded energy term in the forcefield, eqn (2.3), is a summation over the dihedral
angles. This represents the torsional energy between a group of four atoms separated
by three covalent bonds. In this periodic function, the parameters Vn, n and γ are the
torsional force constant, periodicity and phase angle respectively. The summation however
only accounts for atoms consecutively linked together in the sequence 1-2-3-4 i.e proper
dihedral. As such, an additional term to account for improper out-of-plane torsional angles
may also be included in some forcefields.
Non-bonded pairwise interactions between atoms i and j separated an inter-atomic distance
Rij that account for both the van der Waal and electrostatic energy in the forcefield
(eqn (2.3)) are decribed as:
U(r)non−bonded =
∑
i<j
[
Aij
R12ij
−
Bij
R6ij
+
qiqj
ǫRij
]
(2.5)
The evaluation of this term is a major cause in computational bottlenecks when large num-
bers of atoms are involved. As such, a number of methods and approximations are used
to make the calculations tractable. Van der waal interactions are represented by the 6-12
Lennard-Jones potential with the repulsive and attractive coefficients Aij and Bij deter-
mined by the type of interacting atoms. The 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential is designed to
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reflect that atom pairs beyond an optimal distance move close to each other due to mutual
attraction but then then strongly repel when their separation is less than this distance.
The attractive R−6ij relation is predicted by the Drude dispersive interaction model whereas
the repulsive R−12ij component is used for computational convenience. As van der Waal
interactions tend to be short ranged, distance cutoffs or switching functions are normally
employed during MD simulations to reduce computational costs.
Meanwhile, the electrostatic interactions are a computed from the Coulombic expression
where ǫ is the effective dielectric constant for a medium between a pair of atoms of charge
qi and qj . As this is a R
−1
ij relation, the interactions are long ranged and decay very slowly.
This means that the imposition of distance cutoffs to improve computational efficiency is
not possible. Fortunately methods for evaluating these interactions for a system of made of
N atoms have been developed that speed-up the calculation from a prohibitive ON2 to a
reasonable ONlogN problem. One such example is the particle-mesh Ewald method (PME)
which is used for systems that employ periodic boundary conditions. The main effect of the
PME method is split the electrostatic evaluations into summations of components in real
and reciprocal space which both rapidly converge. The speed-up in the reciprocal space
summation in particular is aided by the use of the fast Fourier transform which requires
each atomic point charge to be distributed over a lattice grid. In most forcefields, hydrogen
bond interactions are implicitly contained in the non-bonded potential eqn (2.5), however
in some cases additional explicit terms are also used to describe them.
The forcefield equation (2.3) has a number of parameters and constants for the various
interactions of different types of atom species. These parameters are derived from a com-
bination of quantum calculations on very small molecules and experimental methods such
as vibrational spectroscopy (infrared radiation and Raman scattering). Once an appropri-
ate forcefield has been selected for a particular starting structure of a macromolecule, the
next step is to understand how this is transformed into a trajectory by the MD simulation
process.
Integrating the equation of motion:
Given that a continuous forcefield function is used to describe the inter-atomic interactions,
it is not possible analytically solve for the forces exerted on the atoms as their interactions
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are coupled together. As such, Newtons equation of motion has to be solved through
numerical integration over a very short time-step δt. It is the integration of the equation of
motion that gives a trajectory which describes the how the positions (r), velocities (v) and
accelerations (a) of atoms vary as a function of time. Central to this is the assumption that
positions, velocities and accelerations can be approximated by a Taylor series expansion. A
number of integration algorithms have thus been developed to solve for atomic positions
during MD simulation. The most commonly used integrator is the Verlet algorithm eqn (2.6)
r(t+ δt) = 2r(t)− r(t− δt) + a(t)δt2 (2.6)
which determines new atomic positions at time t+ δt from considering the current atomic
positions r(t), their current accelerations a(t), their position at a previous time interval
r(t − δt). The accelerations a(t) are obtained from the gradient of the potential through
eqn (2.7).
a(t) = −
1
m
∇U(r)total (2.7)
The first stage before an actual MD simulation can be carried out however is to specify
the starting atomic positions, the forces on the atoms due to their interactions and their
initial velocities at time t. The initial atomic positions are expressed in structure files (e.g
PDB) as cartesian coordinates, initial atomic velocities are then randomly assigned using
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution set at the desired simulation temperature whilst forces
are determined from the gradient of the forcefield. The next stage is to compute the atomic
positions at a later time step t+ δt. When these have been determined, the forces at the
new positions are once again calculated from the potential function thus allowing for the
atomic positions and velocities at time t+2δt to be found. This procedure is repeated over
a multiple steps through which a trajectory of the system is slowly built up in time.
For an accurate and stable representation of all atomic motions in a molecule, the MD
integration time-step δt has to be sufficiently small to account for the highest vibrational
frequencies of the bonded atoms. In biomolecules such as proteins and DNA, bond stretch-
ing involving links to hydrogen atoms tend to give rise to the largest vibrational frequencies.
In order to capture these motions, a simulation time-step δt of 1 femto-sec has to be used.
This time-step is however computationally inefficient for covering phase space for systems
with large numbers of atoms. Fortunately though, the high frequency vibrational modes
of hydrogen atoms do not contribute significantly to the bulk motions of the molecule.
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As such, these can be fixed throughout the entirety of the simulation by the application
of constraints. Popular algorithms for constrained dynamics include SHAKE and RAT-
TLE methods which are incorporated into the integration algorithm and evaluated for the
specified atomic bonds. These allow a time-steps of 2 femto-sec to be used for biomolec-
ular systems resulting in simulation timescales of tens of nanoseconds to be achieved by
atomistic MD.
Despite the documented successes in helping understand a host biomolecular interactions
and properties, atomistic MD simulations have a major drawback in that most biologically
relevant phenomena occur in time-scales that range from micro-seconds to milliseconds and
longer. This means that most of the interesting biological changes such as protein folding
or ligand unbinding are not accessible to to technique as it is limited to nanosecond scale.
One way of addressing this is to move from a full atomistic description of the system to a
coarse grained representation. Coarse grained MD has allowed for simulation times in the
µs range to be reached but this is at the cost of the loss in detailed information during
the dynamics. In recent years, advanced MD simulation methods have been developed in
order to either improve on phase space sampling or to accelerate physical processes. These
methods include Replica Exchange MD, umbrella sampling, Steered MD and Targeted MD.
Of particular interest is Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) method which applies external
forces to the system such that events that cannot be normally accessed in MD simulation
time-scales (e.g conformational changes) can be accelerated and observed (64). Crucially,
the atomistic details of the system are retained in this method. The SMD technique (in
addition to atomistic MD) has been extensively used in the work described in chapters 3,
4 and 5 of this thesis. This has been primarily to induce amyloid fibril fragmentation and
fracture through the application of external forces. As such, a detailed description of the
SMD technique is presented in the following section.
2.2 Steered Molecular Dynamics
Steered molecular dynamics is an advanced MD method that has been widely & successfully
implemented in studies of the elastic properties of proteins, protein unfolding, ligand binding
and movement of ions through channels in membrane pores. It is a technique that has
been primarily useful in the characterisation of the mechanical properties of bio-molecules.
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Trajectories from a SMD simulation can be used to produce force-extension profiles as well
as details of the work done by the steering force. The Steered molecular dynamics method
is inspired by biophysical force probe techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and optical tweezers. SMD not only complements these types of experiments but also gives
atomistic details on the probed molecule that is not yet accessible to the established physical
methods. In a typical SMD simulation, an eternal force is applied to an atom (or group of
atoms) in the molecule whilst one end of the molecule is held fixed (78). This allows for the
mechanical response of the molecule along a chosen pulling direction (reaction coordinate)
to be monitored during the simulation. The external steering force is applied in addition to
the forcefield that describes the energetic interactions between atoms in the simulation.
2.2.1 Types of steering forces
There are a number of different ways in which the applied SMD force can be used to steer
the biomolecule under investigation. Currently, one can apply either a constant force to the
system during the dynamics or alternatively a variable time-dependent force maybe used.
Although these two force schemes are fundamentally different in their execution, they do
however provide complementary information in their force-time profiles about the mechan-
ical character of the molecule. In a constant force SMD simulation, a fixed linear force
is applied directly to an atom (or group of atoms) whilst the extension/displacement is
recorded. Constant force SMD simulation trajectories are particularly amenable to analysis
by the theory of mean first passage time which characterises the unfolding barriers. This
approach allows for short lived intermediate protein states during unfolding to be identified.
Additionally, rotational motion in regions of a biomolecule can be induced through appli-
cation of a constant torque.
In the variable force scheme, an atom (or group of atoms) is linked by restraints to a point
in space through a harmonic potential. The point in space is then moved at a constant
velocity in a predefined direction thus forcing the linked atom and the rest of the molecule
to respond. The constant velocity i.e variable force SMD scheme is the primary steering
force mode used in the simulations carried out in chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis. An
in-depth description of this steering mode is therefore presented in the following sections.
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2.2.2 Constant Velocity SMD mode
The constant velocity SMD (cv-SMD) mode is a computational analogue for AFM exper-
iments in which the cantilever is attached to one end of a molecule and retracted at a
constant rate while the force response is measured. A virtual spring is used in cv-SMD
instead of the AFM cantilever and this is coupled to a ‘dummy’ atom that is pulled at a
constant velocity along a set direction. The dummy atom is actually a restraint point in
space linked to the pulled atom in the molecule via an external harmonic potential and
this is shifted in the set direction. The functional form of the cv-SMD steering potential is
expressed in eqn (2.8) and this is applied in addition to the inter-atomic forcefield.
Usmd =
1
2
k [vt− (~r − ~r0) · ~n]
2 (2.8)
The terms in the potential, Usmd, are: stiffness of the virtual spring k, pulling velocity v,
initial position of pulled atom ~r0, current position of pulled atom ~r, unit vector pointing
in the pulling direction ~n and current simulation time-step t. The force at each time step
is then evaluated from negative gradient of the steering potential, −∇Usmd. A schematic
representation of the implementation of the pulling mode is shown in fig 2.2. The values of
parameters in Usmd heavily influence the results obtained in SMD simulations. As such, a
detailed discussion relating to the choice of parameters in eqn (2.8) used for the simulations
in later chapters is given in § 2.4.2.
It should be noted that although cv-SMD simulations reproduce similar types of force
profiles to AFM experiments and offer much more atomistic details, there are however
some computational limitations associated with this method. Firstly, the timescales in
which AFM experiments are conducted in are at least six orders of magnitude (≈ 106) slower
than what can be achieved in current simulation timescales. This means that extremely
high pulling rates relative to AFM have to be used in cv-SMD to bring about the desired
conformational changes. Hence the recorded peak forces are always much higher than
the experimental values. Secondly, a direct consequence of using high pulling rates in cv-
SMD is that irreversible work is done which may complicate the analysis of the trajectory
if equilibrium properties are to be extracted. Fortunately though, it is now possible to
extract ‘exact’ equilibrium information from a non-equilibrium process through the use of
analytical methods such as those described in the next section. Despite the shortcomings
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of constant velocity steered molecular dynamics. One end of the
molecule is held fixed (red) and the other end pulled (green). The pulled end is attached to a dummy atom
(black circle) by a harmonic spring which is pulled at a constant velocity.
and exaggerated force peaks, cv-SMD still offers a powerful qualitative way in which to
mechanically compare molecules.
2.2.3 Non-equilibrium SMD analysis
A typical cv-SMD trajectory can give a wealth of qualitative information at the atomistic
scale of key interactions that are destabilised or form during the steering process. This is
supplemented by force-time profiles which may indicate the location of relevant intermediate
states of the system. However, collecting quantitative thermodynamic information from a
cv-SMD trajectory is not possible as the simulations are inevitably done out of equilibrium
unless the pulling speed is sufficiently slow (limit of low force) enough to make the process
reversible. This means that useful equilibrium thermodynamic descriptions such as free
energy changes between the native and deformed states cannot be used for these processes.
The second law of thermodynamics states that the average work, W , done on a system
when moving it from one equilibrium state to another cannot be smaller than the change
in free energy, ∆F , between the two states, with equality only being realised if the process
is quasi-static.
∆F ≤ 〈W 〉 (2.9)
In 1997, Jarzynski derived an expression that allows for the calculation of free energy
difference from a non-equilibrium process (79). The Jarzynski equality (JE) relates the
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equilibrium free energy difference between two states to the non-equilibrium work required
to move from one of those states to the other (79).
e−β∆F = 〈e−βW 〉1 (2.10)
This expression has been since subjected to a lot of theoretical and experimental scrutiny
and so far seems valid. Crucially for constant velocity SMD, the JE holds regardless of
the speed of the process and is thus a potent tool in calculating the free energy change
from the cv-SMD trajectories. Just from an ensemble of trajectories and a suitable reaction
coordinate, one can utilise the work done during the non-equilibrium process to compute
the free energy landscape as a function of that chosen reaction coordinate. This is known
as the potential of mean force (PMF) and its form is a good indicator of the stability of a
system as you do work on it along a reaction coordinate path. The ability to produce the
PMF allows one to determine the overall thermodynamics (stability) and kinetics (relaxation
time) of the system.
There is a limitation however with the usefulness of the JE as the exponential term to
be averaged is dominated by small work values that are rarely ever sampled during the
simulation (80). This means that if a statistically insufficient number of trajectories is
analysed and is lacking in these rare events, there is very poor convergence between the
computed and the actual PMF. As a result, approximations have to be made in order to
make the JE practically applicable. One such approximation is that of cumulant expansion
of the natural logarithm of the averaged exponential term.
ln〈e−βW 〉 =
[
−β〈W 〉+
β2
2
(〈W 2〉 − 〈W 〉2) + ....
]
(2.11)
This expression is truncated to a second order expansion, and provided the distribution
of the work values is obtained in the simulations is Gaussian, it is sufficiently accurate to
approximate the real PMF (81). It has been shown that the Gaussian distribution of the
work values can be guaranteed by employing a stiff spring to do the pulling in cv-SMD
(82) thus allowing for direct calculation of the PMF.
The number of cv-SMD simulation repeats carried out for the work described in chapters 3,
4 and 5 of this thesis are not statistically sufficient for accurate analysis by the Jarzynski
1Where β is 1/kBT .
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equality method. As the prime aim of the work in those chapters is to characterise the
relative mechanical resistance between the different fibril models, the peak force profiles
and calculated stiffness constants suffice in this regard. It should be noted however that
the JE was implicitly considered when deciding appropriate SMD parameters to use such
as the stiffness of virtual SMD spring. The details of this are discussed later in § 2.4.2 .
2.3 Construction of fibril models
The biomolecules that are modelled, mechanically probed and discussed in later chapters
of this thesis are amyloid fibrils formed from two distinct peptide sequences. Namely, these
are proto-fibrils formed from the amyloidogenic fragment of amylin (hIAPP20−29) and fibrils
formed from the amyloid beta (Aβ1−40) peptide, both of which are structurally determined
from solid state NMR (ssNMR) experiments. The ssNMR coordinates are used as templates
for construction of fibril models to which modifications such as fibril elongation and amino-
acid composition are made as appropriate to each simulation investigation in chapters 3,
4 & 5. Below is a list of the general steps used to transform the ssNMR coordinates to
viable computational models. The details unique to each of the two model structures are
then described in turn.
General steps to build models:
1. Obtain experimentally determined atomic coordinates for the system in PDB format.
2. Use initial atomic coordinates as a template to elongate the fibril taking care to
maintain the experimentally derived inter-peptide separation gap. This is done via
the Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) software package. If necessary, make appropriate
changes to peptide sequence.
3. Check elongated model for any steric clashes, if present correct through energy min-
imisation methods.
4. Add missing hydrogen atoms to models since ssNMR is not able to resolve them.
This is automatically done by use of the LEAP module of the AmberTools package.
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5. If titratable residues are present in the amino-acid sequence, assign protonation states
based on pH conditions the ssNMR models are grown. The empirically based fast
pKa predictor method (ProPka) is ideal for this.
6. Check the net charge of the model, if not neutral add appropriate number of coun-
terions untill overall charge is zero by use of the LEAP module of the AmberTools
package.
7. Adequately solvate the model in explicit water molecules and energy minimise the
whole system.
2.3.1 Building hIAPP20−29 protofibril models
The initial coordinates from the ssNMR data of fibril models from the SNNFGAILSS
sequence consisted of a pair of β-sheets, each comprised of two peptides i.e a 2x2 unit
cell. A combination of ssNMR and X-ray fibre diffraction techniques led to the identifica-
tion two polymorphic steric zipper arrangements adopted by the fibrils, namely parallel and
anti-parallel conformations (16). These were supplied as PDB coordinate files by David
Middleton. Each 2x2 unit cell served as a template from which different sizes of fibrils
could be built according to the steps outlined in the preceding section. The NAB software
package was used to extend the length of the models by translating and joining copies of
the 2x2 templates along the fibril axis, maintaining the 4.7 A˚ inter-peptide strand distance.
Two fibril lengths were chosen for models studied in this work, namely a pair of β-sheets
each made of 8 peptides (8x2 model) and a pair of β-sheets each made of 16 peptides (16x2
model). Additional modifications to the elongated fibril models were made in-line with the
different investigations carried out in chapter 3 and chapter 4. These modifications relate
to the amino-acid sequence & terminal capping groups respectively and are discussed in
detail in the relevant chapters.
We were able to validate this method of fibril construction in a separate joint experimental
& modeling investigation (83), independent of the work presented in this thesis, whereby
cross-sectional area calculations from computational models of a variety of SNNFGAILSS
derived fibrils accurately predicted cross-sectional area values consistent with those calcu-
lated directly from electro-spray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-IMS-MS) experiments
(83).
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2.3.2 Building Aβ1−40 and Aβ9−40 fibril models
For the Aβ1−40 fibrils, atomic coordinates derived from a combination of ssNMR and
electron microscopy experiments were used (70). The experimental model is three-fold
symmetric in that each layer in the fibre is made up of three monomers of u-shaped loops
of Aβ1−40 monomers. Four low energy structures were provided by Robert Tycko as PDB
files, each of which had six layers of the three-fold symmetric arrangement of monomers
(six-mers). However, the first eight residues in the Aβ1−40 monomers were absent from
the structure files as these show structural disorder thus cannot be resolved in the ssNMR
experiments. As such, the bulk of the simulations in chapter 5 relate to fibril models built
from the 32 residue Aβ9−40 monomers. For completeness however, a fibril model composed
of the full length Aβ1−40 monomers was rationally designed by adding the eight residues in
a random coiled configuration to the PDB files.
Elongation of the six-mer models through template translation was not possible since the
turn regions in the monomer loops gave rise to severe steric clashes and misalignment
when the interpeptide gap is maintained. To overcome this, a single layer of monomers
was directly extracted from one of the low energy six-mer models. This then served a
template for translations via the NAB software program and a six-mer model structure was
constructed in this manner (fig 2.3). This and the low energy ssNMR structures were then
each subjected to 45 ns of MD in explicit solvent after which comparisons were made. Visual
inspection & analysis of the RMSD, enthalpy, secondary structure content and hydrogen
bonding at the end of the dynamics showed that the designed six-mer model had similar
structural characteristics to the four low energy ssNMR structures. As such, this procedure
was used to build elongated fibrils of 12 layers of monomers (twelve-mers). Additional
modifications to amino-acid sequence based on familial Alzheimer’s disease mutations were
then made to twelve-mers for various the cross-seeding investigations described in chapter 5.
Assignment of protonation states
The Aβ1−40 sequence, DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVV
is composed of a number of titratable side-chains (ASP, ARG GLU, LYS, HIS & TYR).
The protonation states of these residues are strongly dependent on both the pH at which
the fibrils are grown as well as the local environment of the residue within the protein.
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Figure 2.3: Steps in construction of elongated Aβ fibrils from low energy ssNMR six-mer models (blue,
viewed from top and side). A layer of three monomers (yellow) is directly extracted and then used as a
template for fibril elongation.
Additionally, the histidine residues are complicated in that at some pH values, they can be
found in any one of three distinct protonation states (fig 2.4). As the ssNMR technique
is unable to resolve hydrogen atoms, the coordinate PDB files were supplied without any
hydrogen atom coordinates. Two methods were explored for the assignment of protonation
states for the titratable residues. One uses Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic based pka cal-
culations, H++ via MEAD (84), whilst the other uses empirically based fast pKa predictor
algorithms, ProPka (85). Although the Poisson-Boltzmann pka based calculations are theo-
retically rigorous, they were however found to be computationally intensive for systems with
large numbers of atoms such as the Aβ-12-mer models. Additionally, as these calculations
depend on the atomic radii and their partial charges, using different forcefields (Amber99sb
& Charmm-22-cmap) leads to very distinct results in assigned protonation states. Mean-
while assignments done using ProPka complete the prediction within a few seconds (85).
Crucially, these only consider the hydrogen bonding geometry of residues relative to each
other as well as the pH in assignment of protonation states.
Thus for computational expediency as well forcefield independence, the empirical predic-
tions from ProPka were exclusively used for all models with titratable side-chains. ProPka
calculations for the Aβ-12-mer models were evaluated using a pH of 7.5 to match buffer
growth conditions in which the fibrils were grown. After protonation assignments, the mod-
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Figure 2.4: The three possible protonation states of histidine. a) and b) show singly protonated histidine
with a hydrogen atom at the ǫ-nitrogen and δ-nitrogen sites respectively. c) Doubly protonated histidine
with hydrogen attached at both δ-nitrogen and ǫ-nitrogen sites, this carries a net positive charge.
els possessed a net charge thus an appropriate number of ions were added to each system
to make it charge neutral prior to solvation, minimisation and MD simulation.
2.4 Characterising mechanical failure in amyloid models
In order to characterise the mechanical properties of the various fibril models, steered molec-
ular dynamics simulations were used to apply sufficient mechanical stresses to induce failure
in the systems. In this instance, mechanical failure relates to the forced fragmentation of
the fibril into two or more aggregates that are separated by intervening solvent molecules.
In the normal implementation of the SMD technique for protein unfolding, one end of
the molecule is typically pulled whilst the other end is held fixed as in figure 2.2. This
approach has already proved successful in a recent ambitious survey of over 17000 folded
protein structures (86). At present, the sample size is significantly much more than has
been mechanically characterised through experimental biophysical techniques. Each pro-
tein is ranked according to the maximum force, Fmax, required to induce rupture events
when being pulled end-to-end (as in fig 2.2). This has allowed for the identification of
several types of force clamps and offered new insights into the relationship between protein
structure, mechanical stability and function (86; 87; 88). The computed Fmax values and
related properties for the ≈ 17000 proteins surveyed are stored in the Bio-molecule Stretch-
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ing Database (BSDB) (89).
It should be noted however, that despite the large sample size in the BSDB survey, it
currently only covers small protein structures made of up to ≈ 250 residues. Crucially, the
selection criteria and the manner of the stretching protocol employed also excludes amyloid
fibril structures from the analysis. This in part is because the standard protein unfolding
end-to-end SMD pulling mode is inadequate for study of amyloid fibrils since their structure
is a discontinuous collection of peptides that are held together by non-bonded interactions
such as inter-peptide hydrogen bonding and inter-β-sheet interactions. As such, there was
a need to create bespoke pulling geometries that could directly probe the various stabilising
interactions of the fibrils as a whole from different directions. To this end, a total of four
types of fragmentation schemes were designed to probe a host of fibril models in this work.
The SMD fragmentation protocols were only applied at the conclusion of the standard
production MD simulations once convergence of relevant RMSD values had been achieved.
The following section describes the design and implementation of each of the four pulling
geometries with emphasis on the types of stabilising interactions they disrupt.
2.4.1 Design of Fragmentation protocols
Each deformation protocol interrogates the physical response in a specific direction by either
affecting the hydrophobic core interactions between a pair of β-sheets or the inter-peptide
hydrogen bond network within each β-sheet. The four schemes are named Peel, Stretch,
Slide & Shear and are schematically shown in fig 2.5.
In all cases, the implementation requires a selected group of backbone carbon-α atoms in
the relevant peptides to be held fixed for the duration of the simulation whilst the centre
of mass of another group of backbone carbon-α atoms is pulled with a variable force in
a specified direction. All other atom types in the peptides are free to move during the
simulations. The pulling directions n1, n2 and n3 in figure 2.5 are computed from a unit
vector that lies to normal the plane of chosen atom groups and is located at their centre of
mass. The four pulling geometries all utilise the constant velocity pulling SMD approach.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the deformation schemes applied to fibril models. Each protocol is defined by
pulled/fixed atom choice (either A or B) and then a pulling direction (n1, n2 or n3). (Green) Peptides
whose backbone carbon-α atoms are pulled. (Red) Peptides with carbon-α atoms held fixed. All other
atoms in these peptides are free to move. Peel deformation: option A and n1. Stretch deformation:
option B and n2. Slide deformation: option A and n2. Shear deformation: option B and n3.
Peel Fragmentation
The Peel deformation involves pulling the pair of β-sheets apart in order to separate them.
This scheme primarily addresses the stabilising hydrophobic interactions between the pair
of β-sheets. The peel SMD protocol requires all backbone carbon-α atoms in one of the
sheets to be fixed for the duration of the simulation whilst the center of mass of all backbone
carbon-α atoms in the other sheet is pulled with a variable force. The pulling direction is
perpendicular to the peptide axis. This is represented in figure 2.5 as pulled/fixed option:
A, pulling direction: n1.
Stretch Fragmentation
The Stretch deformation pulls on the fibril along its length until it reaches its tensile limit.
The pulling direction is parallel to the fibril long axis. This probes the hydrogen bonding
network between the peptides as the steering forces are applied along the same direction.
The stretch SMD protocol requires the backbone carbon-α atoms of peptides on one end
of the fibril (‘bottom’) to be held fixed whilst the center of mass of the backbone carbon-α
atoms at the other end (‘top’) of the fibril are pulled linearly. This selection takes into
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account the random fraying of strands at the ends of the fibril during the MD phase. The
peptides in between these two selections and all other atom types are free to move. This
is represented in figure 2.5 as pulled/fixed option: B, pulling direction: n2.
Slide Fragmentation
The slide deformation scheme drags one β-sheet across another with the pulling direction
parallel to the fibril long axis. The hydrophobic core interactions as well as the steric packing
arrangements between the β-sheets are of interest in this scheme. The slide SMD protocol
uses the same pulled/fixed atom choices as in peel, however, the pulling direction is along
the long axis of the fibril instead. This is represented in figure 2.5 as pulled/fixed option:
A, pulling direction: n2.
Shear Fragmentation
The shear deformation applies steering forces perpendicular to the fibril axis thus addressing
the hydrogen bonding network between the peptides from another direction. This differs
from the stretch scheme in that the pulling direction is along the peptide axis (i.e perpen-
dicular to the hydrogen bond network) although the same atom selections are used in both
cases. This is represented in fig 2.5 as Fixed/pulled option: B, pulling direction: n3.
2.4.2 Choice of SMD parameters for fragmentation protocols
Before applying the above mentioned fragmentation protocols, careful consideration was
given to the selection of key quantities that govern the recorded mechanical responses.
Clearly the choice of pulled/fixed atom selections as well as pulling direction affect the
trajectory taken by the molecule and ultimately influence the force time profile produced
by the SMD simulation. Another crucial contribution is the choice of parameters used in
the steering potential in eqn (2.8) namely the magnitude of the pulling velocity v, and
stiffness of the virtual spring k . In addition to these factors, the response of the molecule
may depend on the MD forcefield that is chosen to account for inter-atomic interactions
during the simulation. Given the importance of each of these variables, the following section
is dedicated to explaining the reasoning and experimental justification behind the various
choices made for the quantities employed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: Trial simulations of peel SMD using different pulling rates for the 8x2-hIAPP20−29-F4L variant
fibril model. (a) Mean peak forces recorded, error bars are standard error in mean from four repeats in each
case. (b) Benchmark performance of the computational cost required to reach each peak for the different
velocities. All simulations run using 16 processors on Arc1-Leeds computational architecture.
1: Choice of the Pulling Velocity v
Ideally, a constant velocity SMD simulation should be carried out as slowly as possible as
this not only gives the system enough time to respond to the mechanical perturbation but
also keeps it close to equilibrium. However, the use of very slow pulling velocities may
prove both computationally intensive and expensive especially for large systems such as
those modeled in this work. Meanwhile, the use of very fast pulling speeds tend to lead to
highly exaggerated peak forces being recorded. A compromise between the two extremes is
to seek an optimal pulling velocity that is sufficiently slow to adequately probe the system
but not too slow as to be computationally restrictive. As such, trial simulations were run
in order to select an ideal pulling velocity for use in full scale SMD. In these trial runs,
pulling velocities of 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001A˚/ps were used for the peel deformation
with each simulation repeated four times. The relative differences in mean-peak forces
recorded between successive pulling speeds were then contrasted against computational
cost in terms of the time required to reach the relevant peak force (fig 2.6). As expected
higher peak forces are recorded when high pulling rates are used. However, for the two
slowest speeds (0.01 & 0.001A˚/ps) used, similar mean peak forces are observed. Given that
the slower pulling velocities tend to more accurately capture the mechanical response of
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the probed molecule relative to faster ones, the computational cost in running both these
simulations was then contrasted. The benchmark data shows that by using a pulling velocity
of 0.01A˚/ps, fibril fracture could be achieved ≈ 8× faster than at 0.001A˚/ps even though
similar mean peak forces are recorded in both cases. Thus in relative terms, 0.01A˚/ps seems
to strike an optimal compromise between computational cost and reasonable accuracy. This
velocity was deemed suitable for the bulk of the work described in later chapters and used
exclusively unless otherwise stated. The order of magnitude for the pulling velocity is also
typical of that reported in the literature concerning SMD simulations (≈ 0.01 - 0.1 A˚/ps)
of various protein molecules (64; 65; 90).
2: Choice of the Spring Constant k
The choice of the stiffness constant, k, for the virtual spring used in the SMD steering
potential (eqn 2.8) has significant impact on both the trajectory and relative fluctuations in
key observables. In deciding on an appropriate stiffness, one might be influenced by actual
values used in analogous AFM pulling experiments. These tend to employ soft cantilevers
with nominal k-constants such as those used in amyloid nano-indentation experiments which
lie in the 0.05 - 0.60 N/m range. As discussed previously, cv-SMD uses pulling rates that
are many orders of magnitude faster than found in the experimental realm. This makes the
minimisation of the thermal fluctuations in the position of the pulled atom(s) essential if
detailed information is to be extracted from such simulations. The displacement amplitude
δx of the steered atom(s) along the reaction coordinate due to thermal energy fluctuations
at a given temperature T can be expressed in terms of the Boltzmann constant kB as:
δx ≈
√
kBT
k
(2.12)
In order to minimise spatial thermal fluctuations, eqn (2.12) implies that a sufficiently
large stiffness constant has to be employed. The use of a large spring constant is also an
essential requirement for accurate PMF reconstruction based on the cumulant expansion
approximation of the Jarzynski equality eqn (2.11). However, the use of a very stiff spring
also leads to large fluctuations in the external force δF which correlates to significant
fluctuations in the computed PMF profiles.
δF ≈
√
kBTk (2.13)
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Figure 2.7: Results from trial simulations utilising three different types of pulled/fixed atom selections in
8x2-hIAPP20−29 anti-parallel polymorph. (a) Peak forces obtained from the four fragmentation protocols
(b) The force profiles selected from the peel simulations (black squares on left plot).
Extensive computational and theoretical studies to establish just how stiff the spring can
become before there are significant fluctuations in the computed PMF have been carried
out (81; 90). These studies surmise that a value of 500pN/A˚ is sufficiently large to ensure
that thermal fluctuations in both the position of the pulled atom(s) and computed PMF
are adequately minimised. Although PMF profiles are not extracted in analysis of the work
described in this thesis, the practical & theoretical reasons for choosing a stiff spring in
the SMD are still valid. As such, a stiff spring of 500pN/A˚ was selected for the SMD
simulations described throughout this thesis. This ensures that the analysis of SMD data
generated in this work can be extended in the future if computational resources permit for
statistically significant SMD repeats for the large systems presented here.
3: Fixed & pulled atom selection
Selecting different atoms in the same region of a molecule to be pulled or fixed can have
an impact on the recorded mechanical behaviour. Amyloid fibrils are mechanically robust
structures that are composed of collections of individual interacting peptides. This makes
the choice of appropriate atom groups that are harmonically steered particularly challenging
since they have to be of a significant number to bring about the desired response in these
mechanically robust structures. The selections also have be sequence independent if com-
parisons between fibrils with amino-acid modifications are to be made. This leaves just the
atoms located at the peptide backbone as potential candidates from which the selections
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could be made. A number of trial SMD simulations were carried out using three possi-
ble types of backbone atom selections for the different pulling schemes outlined in §2.4.1.
These were (i) the carbon-α atoms in the central residues of the peptides, (ii) carbon-α
atoms from all residues and (iii) backbone atoms from all residues (carbon, carbon-α, ni-
trogen & oxygen). The results of the trial simulations are depicted in fig 2.7. This shows
that selection (i) gave rise to force profiles with a lot of noise. Although selection (iii) gave
the least noisy force profile, there wasn’t a great spread between forces that address similar
interactions from different directions (i.e peel vs slide & stretch vs shear). Selection (ii)
which employs the carbon-α atoms from all residues in relevant peptides gave good dis-
crimination between peel, slide, stretch and shear simulations. Ultimately, this was chosen
as the standard in all SMD investigations as it also allowed for introduction of amino-acid
substitutions without changes in pulled/fixed atoms.
4: Forcefield validation
When interpreting the force response from SMD trajectories, its important to distinguish
if the observed trends are physically valid or if they are just purely artifacts of the chosen
forcefield. As such, the SMD simulations were validated by use of two different biomolecular
forcefields, namely Charmm22-cmap and Amberff99SB. The trends in mechanical properties
observed from the forcefields were contrasted against each other and these are described in
the relevant chapters.
2.5 Simulation details and set-up
Once the various fibril models had been constructed and the fragmentation schemes de-
signed, the next phase was to run dynamic simulations. Molecular dynamics were carried
out to energetically refine the models as well as collect thermodynamical information. At
the conclusion of the MD simulations, the model fibrils were mechanically probed from
different directions by SMD simulation. Below is a detailed description of both the MD and
SMD protocols common to all models investigated in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
2.5.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Protocols
The MD simulations and the associated analysis were performed by the use of the AM-
BER9, AMBER10 & AMBER11 (91) suite of programs, utilising the amber99SB all-atom
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forcefield. The fibril models were explicitly solvated in a periodic box of TIP3P water
molecules. Depending on the net charge of the amyloid molecule, appropriate numbers of
Na+ counterions were added via the LEAP module in AmberTools to make the systems
charge neutral. The solvated models were then subjected to careful minimisation, heating
and equilibration steps prior to the production MD runs:
Minimisation, Heating and Equilibration steps:
The constructed structures (elongated or sequence modified) were not energetically opti-
mised, it was necessary to carry out energy minimisation and equilibration of each system
before any long MD runs could be made. The minimisation was carried out in two stages,
first with the protein solute held fixed thus minimising the solvent. In the second stage both
the solvent and solute were allowed to move resulting in the entire system being minimised.
Both minimisation stages were carried out at constant volume. After this each system
underwent equilibration at constant pressure using a multistage protocol with positional
restraints placed on the protein. The systems were heated from an initial temperature of
100K to a final constant temperature of 300K. For each step the SHAKE algorithm was
used to constrain all bonds to hydrogen atoms. The purpose of this was to remove largest
oscillation frequency from the system thus allowing a 2 femto-second timestep in the inte-
gration of Newton’s equations of motion for the ensuring MD. Each of these steps lasted
10 ps with the restraints getting progressively smaller in each stage. The last step in the
equilibration process was with the all restraints removed and MD run for 100 ps, allowing
the system time to relax. A summary of the steps in this process is given in table 2.1.
Production Dynamics set-up:
After the equilibration phase, long MD simulations were conducted. All MD was run
at constant temperature (300K, Berendsen thermostat) and constant pressure (1 atm).
Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald (PME)
method with a 9 A˚ cut-off. The duration of the simulations ranged between 20-40 ns with
the length determined by convergence of the root mean square deviation (RMSD) value of
backbone atoms. Additional forcefield validation MD was run using the charmm22-cmap
forcefield via NAMD2.7b1. For the NAMD validation simulations, the minimisation and
equilibration the steps used for AMBER MD were repeated with the RATTLE algorithm
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Steps prior to MD phase:
Stage Details Duration
Minimisation Solute frozen, solvent & ions free to move 5000 cycles
Minimisation Solute, solvent & ions all free to move 5000 cycles
Heating Solute restrained k =100, initial temp=100K 10 ps
Heating Solute restrained k =100, target temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration Solute restrained k =50, temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration Solute restrained k =25, temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration Solute restrained k =10, temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration Solute restrained k =5.0, temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration Solute restrained k =2.5, temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration Solute restrained k =1.0, temp=300K 10 ps
Equilibration restrains removed, temp=300K 100 ps
Table 2.1: Multistage minimisation, heating and equilibration protocol employed prior to full scale pro-
duction MD. The Units of the positional restrains, k, are in kcal/molA˚2.
employed to constrain bonds to hydrogen atoms. Constant pressure was maintained with a
Langevin piston of 100 femto-sec decay period and 50 femto-sec damping time. The PME
cut-off was 12 A˚ for long range electrostatics whilst a switching function (with twin range
of 10 A˚ and 12 A˚) was used for van der Waals interactions.
2.5.2 Steered Molecular Dynamics Simulation Protocols
The fibril conformations obtained at the conclusion of the long MD simulations were then
used as the starting structures for the SMD simulations to characterise mechanical stability.
These were run on the NAMD2.7b1 (78) package, utilising the charmm22-cmap forcefield.
The models were re-solvated in a larger periodic water box that would allow full mechanical
deformations of fibrils without self interactions. The duration of each simulation allowed for
displacement of the pulled peptides to be achieved as described in §2.4.1 . The simulations
were carried out at constant temperature (300K) and constant pressure (1 atm). The
constant velocity pulling approach was employed with a pulling rate of 0.01A˚/ps used
throughout unless otherwise stated. The stiffness constant of the virtual spring was set
at 500pN/A˚. Each SMD simulation was repeated four times, with randomised starting
velocities according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution used in each repeat to ensure
the trajectories sampled different areas of phase space. Additional validation simulations
to check the dependence of mechanical responses on the forcefield were carried out using
the amber99SB all-atom forcefield.
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2.5.3 Computational Resources
High performance computing (HPC) resources were used to carry out the simulations de-
scribed in this work. Computational resources were initially supplied by the UK National
Grid Service (NGS) and then by the University of Leeds through Everest & Arc1 nodes.
Everest is an AMD Opteron based cluster which has since been decommissioned and re-
placed by Arc1 whose architecture is Intel Nehalem based. The parallel multiprocessor
platform of these resources allowed for the AMBER and NAMD codes to conduct large
scale simulations at computationally reasonable rates.
2.6 Analysis Methods and Calculations
A variety of methods were used to analyse both the MD and SMD trajectories. The anal-
ysis allowed for determination of the factors influencing structural, thermodynamic and
mechanical properties of the model fibrils throughout the different computational investi-
gations in chapters 3, 4 and 5. For MD trajectories, the analysis was carried out only
after convergence of relevant RMSD values had been achieved.
Secondary Structure Content
Secondary structure content such as β-strands, turns and random coils were assigned by
use of the DSSP method (92) via the PTRAJ module of the AMBER-Tools package. The
content of random coil and beta motifs in the peptides was monitored every 1ps for the
final ≈ 10 ns of the converged MD simulations. The loss or gain of secondary structure
motifs by the peptides in the fibrils are a good indicator of relative stability as a simulation
progresses.
Hydrogen Bonding
Hydrogen bonding occurs when a hydrogen atom that is covalently bonded to an electro-
negative atom (donor) interacts with another electro-negative atom (acceptor) through
non-bonded short range interactions. The HBONDS utility of VMD (93) was used to
analyse the occupancies of backbone and side-chain interstrand hydrogen bonds. The
presence of a hydrogen bond was defined by distance and geometry considerations. These
were satisfied if the distance between the donor and acceptor atoms was less than 3.5A˚
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with a 135◦ cut-off for the angle between the three atoms. The number of hydrogen bonds
was computed every 1ps from the final ≈ 10 ns of the converged simulations.
Shape Complementarity, SC
Shape complementarity, SC , is a statistic designed to quantify the geometrical packing
of protein interfaces (94). This compares the directions of the unit vectors from nearest
points of opposing surfaces. The quality of fit between the two surfaces is obtained from
the average dot product of the pairs of vectors. For two perfectly fitting surfaces this value
is 1 whilst for surface that have no matching the value becomes 0. The SC of the interface
between two pairs of β-sheets was measured using the CCP4 toolkit. The default settings for
the parameters used in the measurements were implemented without alteration. Peptides
at the ends of the fibrils were excluded from the calculations due to their random fraying.
Hydrogen atoms were stripped to allow the progression of the calculation. Measurements
were taken in 10 ps intervals from the last ≈ 10 ns of the converged simulations.
Electrostatic Potential
The electrostatic potential energy around a system of point charges can be thought of as
the amount of work required to bring those charges from a distance at infinity to their final
positions. For a system made up of N charged species, the electrostatic potential energy,
U(ep), can be expressed as in eqn 2.14 whereby V is the potential of the ith particle with
electric charge qi at location r.
U(ep) =
N∑
i
qiV (ri) (2.14)
The electrostatic potential of the inter-sheet interface of the fibrils was calculated and
mapped out by use of the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS) program (95). The
final configuration of each fibril model at the conclusion of the MD simulations, stripped of
their solvent molecules was used for these calculations. Non-bonded interactions between
the β-sheets during the SMD deformations were also monitored by the NAMDenergy utility
in VMD (93).
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Enthalpy & Binding Energy Calculations
The Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA) methodology as
implemented in AMBER11 was used to calculate the enthalpies of the fibril models. These
post-processing calculations were carried out after the explicit solvent molecules from the
MD trajectories had been stripped off. The MM-PBSA method calculates the enthalpy,
∆H, from summing the energetic contributions from the molecular mechanics forcefield
term, EMM , and the continuum solvation energy term, EPBSA, (eqn 2.15).
〈∆H〉 = 〈EMM 〉+ 〈EPBSA〉 (2.15)
The molecular mechanics term is composed of the averages of energy interactions that are
directly mesured from the bonded and non-bonded components of the forcefield (eqn 2.3)
from which the original simulation with explicit solvent was run. Namely, these are the
sum of the averages of bond, angle, dihedral, van der Waals and electrostatic energies
(eqn 2.16).
〈EMM 〉 = 〈Ebond〉+ 〈Eangle〉+ 〈Edihedral〉+ 〈Evdw〉+ 〈Eelec〉 (2.16)
Meanwhile, the molecular solvation free energy term is made up of two terms; the elec-
trostatic contributions from molecular solvation, EPB, and the solvent accessible area, A,
which is scaled to the surface tension, γ of the solvent as shown in eqn 2.17 where the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation is then used to evaluate EPB.
〈EPBSA〉 = 〈EPB〉+ γ〈A〉 (2.17)
The MM-PBSA method was also used to compute the binding energy between pairs of β-
sheets. All MM-PBSA calculations were complemented by equivalent MM-GBSA (molecular
mechanics/generalized Born surface area) calculations. Snapshots were taken in 10 ps
intervals from the last ≈ 10 ns of the converged simulations.
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Chapter 3
Role of peptide sequence in
mechanical resistence of
hIAPP20−29 protofibrils
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3.1 Overview
This chapter is based on the paper Ndlovu et al. published in the Biophysical Journal (96).
3.1 Overview
Synopsis
In this chapter, the effects of sequence substitutions on the mechanical properties of
hIAPP20−29 derived amyloid proto-fibrils are explored. Seven variant fibril models hav-
ing systematic sequence changes that progressively evolve from the amyloidogenic human
amylin fragment to its non-amyloidogenic rat counterpart are constructed and then probed
from four independent directions. The contribution of sequence specific intermolecular
interactions as well as the coupling between sequence and the nature of pulling on the
mechanical properties are studied. The main focus of this chapter is how the structural
order imposed by the amino-acid residue substitutions on the β-sheet assemblies impacts
on both the thermodynamic and mechanical stability of the proto-fibril models. The re-
sults presented here have wider implications for understanding the importance of sequence-
dependent mechanical properties of amyloid systems such as their growth kinetics (seeding),
the role of fragmentation events in cytotoxicity and in the design of materials for nanotech-
nology applications.
Introduction
The specific role played by the amino-acid sequence of a peptide in amyloid formation is
still not fully understood. There is evidence to suggest that the side-chain interactions
that determine the different characteristic folds of native proteins may also dominate the
aggregation forces depending on the environmental conditions (3; 4). The aggregation
propensity of a peptide may be increased by changes to the sequence through site mutations
if the effect of the amino-acid substitution leads to to either an increase in hydrophobicity,
decrease in the net charge, decrease in the alpha-helical propensity or an increase the
beta-sheet propensity of the sequence (97). Curiously however, it has been suggested
that the ability to assemble into ordered cross-beta structures is not an unusual feature
possessed by a small number of peptides with special sequence or structural properties
but is rather an inherent characteristic of all polypeptide chains (23). Under the right
environmental conditions, such as temperature, pH or salt concentration, any polypeptide
can be amyloidogenic. Despite the details of the sequence composition, amyloid fibrils
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exhibit very similar structural characteristics, stability and mechanical properties. Given the
diversity in proteins/peptides that readily form amyloid fibrils, it is intriguing to decipher
the molecular origins of their robust mechanical character. Since the fibrils share common
backbone compositions and conformations, this might suggest that the generic properties
common to all aggregates, such as backbone hydrogen bonding, may play much more of
major role in their mechanical stability than the side-chain interactions. Experimental work
on short peptide micro-crystal arrays of the GNNQQNY sequence have shed light on the role
of the amino side-chains suggesting they play an integral role in maintaining the structural
stability of the pair of β-sheets that form the unit of a fibril (19). The work reveals that
the side-chains on interacting pairs of sheets fit tightly together in a very complementary
manner like teeth in a zipper (19). This dry and tight steric fit interface between the pairs
of β-sheets is thought to be a fundamental feature of all amyloid-like fibrils (19; 20) and is
mediated by the side-chain residues.
A precise understanding of the relationship between the peptide sequence and the mechani-
cal properties of amyloid fibrils is important since mechanical stability is linked to frangibility
which in turn has implications for cytotoxicity and secondary nucleation events (proliferation
of seeds). In early onset type-II diabetes characterised by a single amino-acid change in the
amylin protein (98) for instance, increased fibrillisation kinetics and enhanced cytotoxicity
relative to wild-type amylin is observed (99). This is entirely consistent with increased
brittleness in the fibril which is most likely due to the single site amino-acid change in
the hIAPP20−29 region (SNNFGAILSS → GNNFGAILSS). As the brittleness of amyloid
fibrils may affect aggregation kinetics and toxicity, understanding the factors that attenuate
their mechanical character could aid in the interpretation of seeding & toxicity experiments
and could ultimately provide a basis for the design of therapeutic agents to combat amy-
loid disease. Knowledge of the sequence-dependent factors that drive mechanical stability
in amyloid fibril assemblies would also be particularly useful in the bottom-up design and
construction of novel nano-materials.
In the work described in this chapter, SMD simulations are used to apply sufficient mechan-
ical forces to induce fragmentation in a number of fibril models from different directions
in order characterise the role of the amino-acid sequence in determining their mechanical
properties. The simulations probe the stabilising hydrogen bond and hydrophobic-core in-
teractions in the fibril models. Fibrils formed from the SNNFGAILSS sequence are used and
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substitutions that progressively evolve from the amyloidogenic human amylin fragment to
its non-amyloidogenic rat counterpart are made (see table 3.1). The choice of the SNN-
FGAILSS sequence for this particular investigation was inspired by the fact that it is a
computationally tractable model system widely used to study amyloid related phenomena
for which a wealth of experimental and computational data is available. The role of the
amino-acid sequence on the amyloidogenic properties of amylin derived peptides has been
extensively explored through alanine and proline scanning on various segments of the amylin
protein (100; 101; 102). These studies mainly highlight the importance of certain residues
in the overall ability of the peptide to form amyloid fibrils. Substituting aromatic residues
for instance does not affect the ability to form fibrils but significantly slows down the rate at
which they form (101). Meanwhile, some substitutions with proline along the sequence lead
to the total loss of amyloidogenicity (102) . Despite this catalogue of work however, very
little has been done to understand how these sequence substitutions affect the mechanical
stability of fibrils they eventually form. The choice of the Rat-IAPP sequence to guide the
systematic residue changes in the work outlined in this chapter is due to its inability to
form stable amyloid fibrils in vitro (67) and as such acts as an ideal control for the SMD
simulations. Furthermore, the Rat-IAPP inspired substitutions do not lead to the addition
or removal of residues that are a potential donors or acceptors of side-chain hydrogen bonds
thus the effects of the side-chain interactions can be unambiguously evaluated without di-
rect changes to the hydrogen bond networks. A total 112 SMD simulations were carried
out to mechanically characterise the wild-type and sequence variant fibril models.
3.2 Simulation Details
3.2.1 Sequence variants Construction:
The initial fibril model was built from coordinate files derived from solid state NMR data
for the parallel polymorph of SNNFGAILSS fibril. The explicit details for the elongation and
refinement methods used to construct model fibrils from the ssNMR coordinate template are
described in § 2.3.1. The constructed fibril consisted of a pair of β-sheets, each containing
eight peptides (an 8x2 fibril model). The peptide sequence of the 8x2 model was then
altered to produce six distinct fibril variants in addition to the original SNNFGAILSS model,
as shown in table 3.1 using the MUTATOR module in the VMD program (93). Peptide
backbone angles were kept the same as in the original 8x2 model and atoms common to
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Seven sequence variants of the hIAPP20−29 proto-fibrils
Fibril Model Amino-acid sequnce
Wild-type (hIAPP) SNNFGAILSS
F4L SNNLGAILSS
A6P SNNFGPILSS
I7V SNNFGAVLSS
F4L-A6P SNNLGPILSS
F4L-A6P-I7V SNNLGPVLSS
Rat-IAPP SNNLGPVLPP
Table 3.1: Models built from substitutions of amino-acids from the original hIAPP20−29 sequence. The
specific changes are indicated in red.
both the substituted residue and the original amino acid were left unchanged from the
ssNMR structure. Positions of the remaining atoms that make up the substituted residue
were then designed based on considerations of the internal coordinates of that particular
amino acid. The relevant substitution was applied to all 16 peptides in the pair of β-sheets.
The naming convention adopted for these substitutions arise from numbering the amino-
acid residues of the SNNFGAILSS sequence from 1 to 10 (table 3.1). For example, the F4L
variant relates to a substitution of Phe in the fourth position with a Leu residue.
MD simulation details
After the models had been constructed, MD techniques were used to energetically refine
and extract thermodynamic properties from the fibrils. The MD simulation protocols used
in this study are outlined in great detail in § 2.5.1, only key details are summarised here. MD
simulations were run in both the AMBER9 and NAMD2.7b1 software packages, with the all-
atom Amber99SB and the Charmm22-cmap forcefields, respectively. The 8x2 ssNMR model
and the associated fibril variants were explicitly solvated in a periodic water box of TIP3P
molecules (fig 3.1). The fibrillar assemblies were then subjected to the careful minimisation
and equilibration steps listed in table 2.1. Inter-strand backbone hydrogen bond distance
restraints were temporarily imposed for 1 ns prior to MD production runs, which allowed
the fibril models to adopt relaxed conformations with a net twist. Unrestrained production
MD lasting 22 ns for each fibril model was then run at constant temperature (300K) and
pressure (1 atm). Convergence was monitored using the root mean-square deviation and
was sufficient for all models within the final 6 ns of 22 ns production MD (fig 3.2). No
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significant structural changes were observed after 10 ns of forcefield validation simulations
rerun in NAMD using Charmm22-cmap.
SMD mechanical probing
Conformations of the fibrils from the end of the unrestrained MD simulations served as ini-
tial structures for steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations to characterise mechanical
stability. SMD was performed using the NAMD2.7b1 package and the Charmm22-cmap
forcefield. The four SMD fragmentation protocols (peel, stretch, shear, and slide) as de-
scribed in § 2.4.1 were applied to each of the seven variants. Each simulation was repeated
four times, with randomised starting velocities to ensure the trajectories sampled different
areas of phase space thus a total of 112 individual SMD simulations were run. Each SMD
simulation lasted 4 ns with exception of peel-SMD which ran for 2 ns due to the smaller dis-
placements required for this deformation mode. For the rat amylin sequence (rIAPP20−29),
which collapses during the equilibration phase into a disordered aggregate, some of the
SMD protocols (such as sliding sheets past each other) become ambiguous and difficult
to implement. In these cases, the deformation simulations were carried out for the rIAPP
variant using carbon-α atom selections consistent with those used in the other models.
Additional simulations to check the dependence of mechanical response on the choice of
forcefield were carried out using the Amber99SB force field. The trends recorded in the
simulations using the Charmm22-cmap and Amber99SB force fields were similar (fig A.1a in
Appendix A). A series of peel simulations was also performed at different pulling velocities
(0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 A˚/ps), which demonstrated that the trends in peak force
between the sequence variants are not unique to the pulling velocity chosen during this
deformation (fig A.1b in Appendix A).
The SMD simulations produced noisy force-time profiles, especially in the case of the shear
deformation. To characterise the magnitude of the noise in the signals, further steered
MD was performed for an already fractured aggregate. This simulation measured the force
response of a detached fibril fragment purely as a result of being pulled in the water box
environment. The resulting noise signal (fig 3.3) indicates the baseline level for the force
on a fragment in the absence of interactions with the rest of the aggregate. The data was
smoothed using a moving median filter with averaging over a 100 ps timescale. The moving
median filter noise reduction strategy was applied to all the force-profiles obtained from the
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Figure 3.1: The 8x2 wild-type hIAPP20−29 model prior to SMD simulation. Images on the left (a, c and
e) show the top view of in ‘stick’, ‘cartoon’ and atomistic representations respectivley. Images on the right
(b, d and f) show the corresponding side views. The fibril model is surrounded by a box of explicit TIP3P
water molecules during MD (e and f) and the solvated model consists of ≈ 50000 atoms.
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Figure 3.2: Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone carbon-α atoms for the final 6 ns of
the 22 ns MD simulations. The edge strands on both ends of the fibrils were not considered in the RMSD
calculation to eliminate the effects of end-strand fraying. Although in this time frame most of the models
have converged, there are significant fluctuations in the rat-IAPP and A6P mutants due to their disordered
nature.
four SMD modes (peel, slide stretch and shear) to enable cross comparability in the peak
force results.
3.3 Results: Structural reorganisation in models
The wild-type sequence fibril and its six derivatives were all allowed to evolve freely under
MD conditions from the initial ssNMR structure. The configurations of each fibrillar system
at the conclusion of the production MD simulations are shown in figure 3.4. These final
configurations reveal structural organisation, due to sequence substitutions, that range
from subtle changes to drastic reductions in the degree of order in the aggregates relative
to the wild-type model. These changes were contrasted against experimental data, where
available, on the expected morphology of the resulting aggregates.
In order to quantify and characterise the degree of order within the fibrils, secondary struc-
ture elements present during the course of the dynamics were monitored by use of the DSSP
method, figure 3.5a. Additionally, the mean occupancies of the inter-strand backbone and
side-chain hydrogen bonds are shown in figure 3.5b . Both calculations for secondary struc-
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Figure 3.3: Background noise when a fragment is pulled through the solvent after initial fracture from
the intact fibril.
ture elements and mean hydrogen bond occupancies were performed on snapshots sampled
every 1 ps from the final 6 ns of the converged MD trajectories.
Effect of substitution on fibril conformation
The effect of altering the peptide sequence on the structural characteristics of each model
relative to the wild-type are discussed in turn. Of the single point changes, the substitution
of phenylalanine for leucine at position 4 (F4L) results in a model fibril that is most similar
to that formed by the wild-type sequence after MD. The proportion of β-strands as well as
the numbers of backbone and side-chain hydrogen bonds are identical (within error) in the
two fibril models (fig 3.5). This observation is consistent with experimental data from elec-
tron microscopy (EM) and transmission electron microscopy images, which show that fibril
aggregates form readily from the F4L variant, giving rise to fibrils that are morphologically
identical to those formed from the wild-type peptide (67; 101).
For the isoleucine to valine (I7V) variant, EM images of fibril bundles obtained by West-
ermark et al. (67) indicate that they have a similar morphology to those formed from the
wild-type peptide. However, during the MD simulations the I7V variant experiences a shift
of one β-sheet relative to the other, with the N-terminal regions on the opposing sheets
becoming more solvent-exposed than in the wild-type fibrils. Nevertheless, the aggregates
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Figure 3.4: Configurations of the fibrils at the end of the 22 ns MD simulations performed in the absence
of force. (a) Wild-type model with sequence SNNFGAILSS, (b) variant with F4 substituted with leucine
(marked in yellow), (c) variant with A6 substituted with proline (marked in red), (d) variant with I7 substi-
tuted with valine (marked in green), (e) double substitution F4L/A6P, (f) triple substitution A6P/F4L/A6P,
and (g) the non-amyloidogenic rat amylin fragment SNNLGPVLPP.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Mean fraction of secondary structure elements present in each fibril model from 1 ps
snapshots of the final 6 ns of MD simulation. (Blue) β-strand and (Green) random coil content. (b) Mean
number of inter-strand backbone (yellow) and side-chain (red) hydrogen bonds recorded in the final 6 ns of
MD
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remain ordered, with only a 15% and 20% decrease in hydrogen bonding and β-sheet con-
tent respectively with no measurable change in the number of side-chain hydrogen bonds
(fig 3.5).
In stark contrast to the above mentioned single point changes, the introduction of a proline
residue in place of alanine (A6P) disrupts the fibril structure and results in an increase of
random coiled regions at the expense of the β-strand motif, which is coupled to a reduc-
tion side-chain hydrogen bonding (fig 3.5). The resulting aggregates are also more visibly
disordered relative to the wild-type (fig 3.4). The available images (from Westermark et al)
from EM experiments show that fibrils formed from the A6P sequence are morphologically
distinct from those formed by the wild-type peptide (67).
For the multiple point changes, the double (F4L-A6P) and triple (F4L-A6P-I7V) substitu-
tions give rise to fibrils that share similar secondary structure characteristics to each other.
The F4L-A6P-I7V variant has slightly more inter-strand backbone hydrogen bonds at the
end of MD, with no detectable differences in side-chain hydrogen-bonding interactions be-
tween the two variants.
Finally, the fibril model mimicking the non-amyloidogenic rat sequence (Rat-IAPP) showed
a dramatic transition from its initial ordered configuration into an amorphous globular-like
aggregate of random coils. The presence of three proline residues resulted in a significant
drop in both backbone and side-chain hydrogen bonding. These observations coupled with
enthalpic calculations (see next section) are consistent with experimental studies that show
that this sequence is unable to form stable amyloid fibrils (67). As such, the amorphous
aggregates found in the Rat-IAPP model serve as the reference state for quantifying the
mechanical resistance of ordered fibril models.
3.4 Results: Thermodynamic stability of models
The MM-PBSA methodology as implemented in Amber11 was used to calculate the relative
enthalpy of each fibril model from snapshots sampled every 1 ps from the final 6 ns of the
converged MD trajectories. The differences between the computed enthalpy in the variant
fibril models are shown relative to the wild-type (fig 3.6). The individual energy terms
contributing to the enthalpy for each model are listed in table 3.2
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Figure 3.6: The configurational enthalpy of each variant model plotted relative to the wild-type fibril
calculated from 1 ps snapshots of the final 6 ns of converged MD simulation.
Model Intene Elecene vdWene Solene
Wild-type 2860.66 ± 32.16 -5389.51 ± 77.48 -524.18 ± 17.48 -2163.01 ± 70.85
F4L 2859.56 ± 33.41 -4513.50 ± 77.40 -501.51 ± 18.89 -3378.91 ± 72.89
A6P 3117.21 ± 33.19 -4212.08 ± 108.82 -495.09 ± 19.09 -3247.02 ± 105.45
I7V 2782.72 ± 31.10 -4185.31 ± 76.00 -454.00 ± 18.89 -3648.12 ± 70.91
F4L-A6P 3114.49 ± 31.63 -4384.55 ± 85.59 -574.31 ± 17.91 -3391.02 ± 77.40
F4L-A6P-I7V 3046.77 ± 31.57 -4807.71 ± 97.07 -538.79 ± 18.40 -3290.47 ± 97.14
Rat-IAPP 3482.45 ± 33.29 -4819.72 ± 69.74 -470.79 ± 19.09 -2531.60 ± 67.28
Table 3.2: Contributions to the enthalpy, calculated using MM-PBSA methodology. Units of kcal/mol,
errors are the standard deviation in the mean. Intene Internal energy (sum of bond, angle and dihedral
terms), Elecene electrostatic energy, vdWene van der Waals contribution and Solene solvation free energy.
A number of interesting features are evident from the relative enthalpy calculations. The
wild-type sequence is not the most thermodynamically stable fibril structure. The F4L,
I7V and F4L-A6P-I7V substitutions lead to the formation of more energetically stable fibril
models whilst the double substitution does not affect the enthalpy. Apart from the solvation
energy term in table 3.2, it is not immediately clear why the F4L, I7V and F4L-A6P-I7V
variants appear more stable than the wild-type. Further analysis into the packing and
contacts of the inter-sheet interface reveals that F4L, I7V and F4L-A6P-I7V have better
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or equivalent shape complementarity (Sc) values, 0.72±0.03, 0.59±0.06 and 0.74±0.03
respectively in contrast to 0.61±0.04 for the wild-type.
The energetic effects of the sequence substitutions also appear to be additive i.e. the en-
thalpies of the double, triple and quintuple (rat-IAPP) substitutions have the sum properties
of their constituent single substitutions. Finally, the massive reduction in enthalpy of the
Rat-IAPP model relative to the wild-type is particularly reassuring as this is consistent with
experimental studies which show it is unable to form stable amyloid fibrils (67).
3.5 Results: Mechanical response of fibril models
To characterise the different mechanical resistances of fibrils formed from the wild-type
hIAPP20−29 fragment and its six variants, structures taken at the end of the MD simulations
were each subjected to probing by the four deformation SMD modes outlined in § 2.3.1 .
3.5.1 Mechanical responses to the SMD pulling modes
Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 each show a selection of representative snapshots of the
fibrils undergoing the peel, stretch, slide and shear SMD simulation respectively, with the
relevant force-time profiles plotted above each snapshot. Figure A.2 in Appendix A shows
all 16 force-time profiles, including repeats, measured for the wild-type sequence fibril in the
four pulling directions. Although each repeat SMD simulation follows a slightly different
path through conformational space, similar features are observed in force-time plots within
each distinct set of pulling mode results. All force profiles recorded for the variant fibrils are
included in Appendix A (figs A.3, A.4, A.5 and A.6). The magnitude of the mean peak
force, calculated over the set of four repeat simulations for each pulling mode, was used
as a measure of the mechanical resistance of each fibril to deformation along a particular
direction. The peak force is defined as the maximum force exerted during a given SMD
simulation after the data has been filtered to reduce thermal noise.
Mechanical performance across the sequence variants:
The recorded mechanical response for all seven fibril models across the different fragmen-
tation pulling modes are summarised in figure 3.11. The mean peak forces, post noise
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Figure 3.7: PEEL SMD: Force profile obtained during the Peel SMD pulling geometry for F4L-A6P
fibril model trajectory. Points marked A, B, C and D on the plots correspond to the equivalently marked
representative pictorial snapshots (below graph) of the fibrils evolving in time as the force is applied.
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Figure 3.8: STRETCH SMD: Force profile obtained during the Stretch SMD pulling geometry for I7V
fibril model trajectory. Points marked A, B, C and D on the plots correspond to the equivalently marked
representative pictorial snapshots (below graph) of the fibrils evolving in time as the force is applied.
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Figure 3.9: SLIDE SMD: Force profile obtained during the Slide SMD pulling geometry for F4L-A6P
fibril model trajectory. Points marked A, B, C and D on the plots correspond to the equivalently marked
representative pictorial snapshots (below graph) of the fibrils evolving in time as the force is applied.
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Figure 3.10: SHEAR SMD: Force profile obtained during the Shear SMD pulling geometry for Wild-type
hIAPP20−29 fibril model trajectory. Points marked A, B, C and D on the plots correspond to the equivalently
marked representative pictorial snapshots (below graph) of the fibrils evolving in time as the force is applied.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Summary of the mean peak forces recorded for the seven fibril models during each type
of fragmentation simulation, extracted post noise filtering. The dashed line is the maximum filtered noise
signal level. Error bars are the standard error in the mean peak force from four repeat simulations. (b)
Normalised peak force values in terms of number of interaction interfaces disrupted during the deformation
(two for stretch and shear, eight for peel and slide). (c) Directional stiffness constants extracted from the
gradient of the force versus displacement graphs in the linear region (before exertion of the peak force).
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Figure 3.12: (a) and (b) show a representative selection of force vs displacement plots for peel and
stretch SMD simulations respectively from which mechanical stiffness constants are computed. Black dots
are simulation data points whilst the red line is a linear fit in the elastic regime whose gradient is used to
characterise the stiffness (in pN/A˚) of the fibril prior to failure. (Displacement in this case refers to the
change in distance between the centres of mass of pulled and fixed atom pairs relevant to each SMD pulling
mode.
filtering are shown in figure 3.11a. The mean peak force normalised to the number of inter-
action interfaces interrogated by each pulling mode are shown figure 3.11b. The directional
stiffness constants for each model, measured for the four different SMD pulling directions,
are shown in figure 3.11c. These directional stiffness constants were obtained from the
gradient of the force versus displacement plots measured in the linear response regime
(fig 3.12 is representative example) and averaged over the repeat simulations. Mean peak
forces measured for the disordered rIAPP aggregate are the consistently the lowest for all
deformations (fig 3.11a). The overall mechanical strength of each aggregate is governed by
the weakest force required to induce structural failure in any direction. Using this criterion,
the wild-type fibrils are the strongest, whereas the A6P and the rIAPP variants offer the
least resistance to an applied force. Nevertheless, the disordered aggregates consistently
have mechanical resistance above the levels of thermal noise due to the presence of van
der Waals (table 3.2) and hydrogen-bonding interactions (fig 3.5b) between their peptide
strands.
The peak forces required to fragment the model fibrils appear to depend on both the pep-
tide sequence and the directionality of the deformation applied during the SMD. Stiffness
constants measured in the linear response regime before the application of the peak force
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are also sequence-dependent and anisotropic. Single molecule experiments and SMD sim-
ulations to probe the fracture forces necessary to disrupt the structure of folded proteins
have previously shown that the mechanical resistance is dependent on the pulling geometry
(103; 104; 105). The results presented here show that this is also the case in SMD simula-
tions of peptide assemblies. This is consistent with the observation that there is no direct
correlation between the enthalpic stability of a model fibril and its mechanical resistance in
silico, as can be seen from comparing fig 3.6 and fig 3.11, because fibril fragmentation is a
non-equilibrium process during the SMD calculations.
3.5.2 Role of inter-atomic interactions
Hydrogen bond interactions:
When the results of the SMD pulling modes are normalised in terms of the number of
interfaces interrogated, all ordered fibrillar aggregates are most resistant to the stretch
deformation (fig 3.11b). The stretch SMD mode directly interrogates the strength of the
inter-strand hydrogen bonds along the long axis of the fibril that are primarily responsible
for the general stability of amyloid fibrils. By comparing the peak forces per interaction
interface to the secondary structure content it is clear that the resistance of fibrils to stretch
is higher when the aggregate has greater β-sheet content and there are more inter-strand
hydrogen bonds. The sequences of the models were chosen to minimise differences in
side-chain hydrogen-bonding thus these are similar for all variants (with the exception of
rat-IAPP & A6P). Consequently, the side-chain interactions play a relatively minor role in
determining the sequence dependence of the resistance to the stretch pulling mode for this
choice of variants. Fibrils are consistently less resistant to the shear deformation than to
stretch as the shear SMD mode places stress on the hydrogen bond network perpendicular
to the long axis of the fibril rather than along its length. This implies that the hydrogen
bonding network provides a cooperative resistance to forces applied along the fibril.
Hydrophobic-core interactions:
The peel and slide deformations primarily address the hydrophobic core inter-sheet interac-
tions within the fibrils. The peel deformation, in which the β-sheets are forced apart thus
exposing the hydrophobic core to solvent molecules, was responsible for the two largest
peak forces measured by the SMD simulations (2804.33 ± 237.15 pN for the wild-type
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and 2253.88 ±201.26 pN for I7V). As might be expected, the relative response to peel
and slide probing was particularly sequence-dependent since it depends on the molecular
details of the packing within the hydrophobic core. Figure 3.13 and figure 3.14 both show a
detailed analysis of the energetic changes experienced by the fibrils as they fracture during
the course of peel and slide SMD simulations which mirror the distinct force profiles.
Figure 3.13: The energies associated with electrostatic and van der Waals interactions between detached
fragments and the rest of the fibril as the distance between them increases calculated from two representative
SMD simulations. (a) and (b) are for a peel simulation on the F4L-A6P variant and (c) and (d) refer to
the slide SMD on F4L-A6P. The displacement in the plots (shown in red in panels a and c) indicates the
change in separation between the centres of mass of the fragments and the remainder of the fibril.
3.5.3 Role of aromatic side-chains
Although the F4L variant has similar secondary structure content and backbone hydrogen
bonds to the wild-type fibrils (fig 3.5), it records a significantly smaller relative mean peak
force with a reduced mechanical stiffness constant (fig 3.11) in the peel simulations. The
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Figure 3.14: The separation distance and van der Waals interactions between individual pairs of peptides
from opposing sheets during peel and slide SMD simulations for the F4L-A6P variant. Peel: (a) Schematic
representation of peptide pair interactions monitored during peel SMD. (b) Variation of the distance between
the centre of mass of the peptide pairs during peel SMD. (c) Inter-peptide vand er Waal interactions during
peel SMD. Slide: (d) Schematic representation of the interactions monitored from peptides on opposing
β-sheets during the slide SMD. (e) Variation of the distance between the centre of mass of the peptide pairs
during slide SMD. Grey-to-black regions indicate large distances (from 24 to 70 A˚). (f) Inter-peptide van
der Waal interactions during slide SMD.
reasons for the differences in mechanical response of the wild-type sequence relative to
F4L and all other models for the peel SMD mode can be traced to inter-sheet Phe-Phe
interactions. A comparison of the peel trajectories of the wild-type and F4L fibrils (along
with the other variants) reveals that the presence and orientation of Phe residues on opposite
β-sheets plays a key role in determining the observed mechanical response. In the wild-type
sequence, the Phe residues from opposite sheets orient themselves in such a way that they
are directly interacting with each other (fig 3.15a and b). The interdigitation of these
residues has an overall stabilising effect which confers the additional mechanical strength
to the model fibrils as observed in the peel mean peak forces. During the course of the peel
simulations, the pairs of Phe-Phe break one by one in a zipper like manner. In the slide
simulations, the interdigitated Phe-Phe pairs aid in resisting the sliding motion of the pair
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Figure 3.15: Orientation and alignment of Phe residues on opposing β-sheets. (a) Side and (b) top
view for wildtype. Top view for (c) F4L (replacement Leu shown in black and gray), (d) I7V, and (e) A6P
variants.
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of β-sheets. In contrast, the reduced mechanical resistance to peel observed for all of the
variants can be attributed to the absence of this arrangement of inter-sheet Phe residues,
as shown in figures 3.15c, d, and e. For the F4L variant, the Phe substituted residues are
significantly further apart (17.75 ± 0.34 A˚ between the center of masses of Leu pairs on
opposite β-sheets relative to 9.70 ± 0.14 A˚ for corresponding Phe pairs in the wild-type).
Similarly, in the I7V variant, which undergoes a shift of one β-sheet relative to the other,
the Phe pairs on opposite sheets are much further apart (19.56 ± 0.63 A˚) before SMD. For
A6P, which has reduced β-sheet content relative to the wild-type, structural disorder in the
model fibril gives rise to a random orientation of the Phe residues. The reduced mechanical
resistance to peel observed for these variants is therefore attributed to the absence of close
packed inter-sheet Phe residues in the model fibrils.
Figure 3.16: Backbone hydrogen bond occupancies between peptides at the fracture point of the fibrils
during the stretch SMD. In each panel, the wild-type fibril (red) is compared with a selected variant (blue)
for the four independent simulations. (a) F4L has an unexpectedly weaker response to force due fewer
hydrogen bonds at the fracture site corresponding to occupancy of 0.2-0.4 whilst the wild-type peaks at
0.8. Plots b, c and d reveal the origin of similarity in peak force between the wild-type, I7V, F4L-A6P and
F4L-A6P-I7V
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Figure 3.17: A defect site in the fibril structure, indicated by the red arrow, in which a randomly coiled
peptide present within one β-sheet (shown in blue) acted as the primary fracture point after 700 ps of SMD
using the stretch deformation mode. The second red arrow at 700 ps shows a subsequent defect in the
remaining β-sheet (in green) which then lead to mechanical failure of the second β-sheet after 1223 ps of
SMD, and ultimately the fragmentation of the fibril
3.5.4 Role of structural defects & weak points
All ordered fibrillar aggregates demonstrated the greatest resistance per interface to the
stretch deformation. The wild-type, I7V, F4L-A6P, and F4L-A6P-I7V fibrils display mean
peak forces under stretch of≈ 1000 pN. However, the mean peak force for the F4L, A6P, and
rIAPP variants is significantly lower (719.20 ± 46.39pN, 682.95 ± 53.65pN, and 377.79 ±
59.96pN, respectively) with correspondingly lower stiffness constants. The disruptive effect
of the proline substitution in the A6P and rIAPP variants results in aggregates containing a
higher proportion of disordered strands (63% and 78%, respectively, compared to only 34%
for the wild-type), indicating that there are numerous positions where the chain of inter-
β-sheet hydrogen-bonding interactions are interrupted (fig 3.5) i.e defects in the β-sheet.
The reduced mechanical resistance of aggregates constructed from these sequences can be
explained by the increased number of defects present in these structures. The defects act
as fracture points that are the first to undergo mechanical failure under stress.
The importance of these defects is emphasized by the anomalously low mean stretch force
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recorded for the F4L variant. Although aggregates of this sequence possess equivalent sec-
ondary structure content to the ordered wild-type fibrils, the SMD simulations performed
start from a structure containing a defect in which a single peptide strand in a random
coil conformation interrupts an otherwise ordered β-sheet (fig 3.16). This defect then acts
as a weak spot in the fibril making it undergo mechanical failure at comparatively low forces.
To test the hypothesis that the defects can be the cause of structural failure in fibrils,
a longer model (16x2) of the wild-type sequence was constructed containing a defect in
the form of a random coiled β-strand as shown in figure 3.17. This was then subjected
to the stretch SMD in an equivalent manner to the shorter (8x2) fibrils. As expected,
the defect acted as the fracture point in every one of the four repeat simulations. These
simulations indicate that the mechanical resistance of fibrils depends not only upon peptide
sequence and the relative arrangements of the individual β-strands within the fibrils, but
also upon the number of flaws in the quasi-crystalline peptide array. Consequently, growth
conditions that decrease the number of defects, for example, if amyloid formation takes
place very slowly under conditions that are close to equilibrium may result in fibrils that
would be expected to be more resistant to mechanical stress than those grown so rapidly
that numerous defects are annealed into their structure.
3.6 Conclusions
The results of this study reveal that the peptide sequence not only plays a role in the
energetic stability of the hIAPP20−29 derived proto-fibrils but can also be a major contrib-
utor, in some directions, to the the observed mechanical properties as well. The recorded
mechanical strength of the fibrils is shown to depend upon the detailed choreography of
the pathway that the fibrils are forced to take by the applied force, and not just on their
equilibrium thermodynamic stability. The main findings of this chapter and their wider
implications are summarised below.
Induced Structural effects:
The introduction of the substituted residues had varying effects on the on the overall
structural properties of the fibrils relative to the original ssNMR conformation. At the
conclusion of ≈ 22 ns of MD in the absence of mechanical forces, the wild-type, F4L and
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I7V variants retained a high degree of β-sheet content and remained as ordered fibrillar arrays
while the A6P, F4L-A6P, and F4L-A6P-I7V variants had increased levels of disorder relative
to the wild-type. The Rat-IAPP variant became significantly disordered, comprised primary
of randomly coiled peptide strands. These structural changes in the simulated models were
consistent with available experimental observations on the morphology of fibrils formed
from the different sequences as well the non-amyloidogenicity of the rat sequence.
Fibril response to mechanical probing:
The four SMD deformations applied to each fibril showed that the mechanical response is
anisotropic. All aggregates (except the disordered rIAPP) showed the greatest mechanical
resistance per interface to the stretch deformation, which directly tests the strength of
the β-sheet hydrogen-bonding interactions parallel to the long axis of the fibril. Whereas
stretch primarily interrogates the β-sheet hydrogen-bonding network common to all fibrils,
the relative strengths of the other interfaces varied with sequence as these depend on the
molecular details of packing within the hydrophobic core. Consequently, the contribution of
sequence specific interactions, such as Phe-Phe interdigitation, can be significant in deter-
mining the mechanical response of amyloid fibrils in those directions. In force spectroscopy
experiments that measure only the local response (such as AFM nano-indentation), care
must be taken when reporting elastic moduli of amyloid fibrils as the results strongly depend
both the direction and precise manner in which the force is applied.
Significance of structural defects in the fibrils:
Increased disorder coupled with a reduction in backbone inter-peptide hydrogen bonding
lead to mechanically weak regions developing in some of the aggregates. These regions
acted as structural defects within the fibril β-sheets, prone to mechanical failure, by con-
sistently affecting their ability to withstand the applied forces in the stretch mode. The
observation that defects are able to dominate mechanical properties is consistent with the
extensive studies on inorganic materials such as metals and ceramics that highlight the role
of dislocations, point and line defects in structural failure (106). The presence of defects
implies that the mechanical properties of fibrils may also depend on the physical conditions
under which they are formed. Slow nucleation and growth that takes place close to equilib-
rium conditions for instance would be expected to result in fibrils containing fewer defects
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than those that have grown rapidly, and would therefore produce fibrils able to resist higher
mechanical stress. It has been suggested that the preferential fracture of fibrils at defect
locations can give rise to a self-healing mechanism that is responsible for the high levels of
structural order present in fibrils (58), a hypothesis that is supported by the results of SMD
simulations presented in this chapter. Moreover, a prion strain that has a molecular struc-
ture capable of accommodating numerous defects may well be inherently more promiscuous
than one formed from fibrils with a unique and high regular quasi-crystalline structure.
This would provide another molecular basis, in addition to seeding, for the observation that
frangible prions have greater infectivity (107).
Implications for seeding events and cytotoxicity:
Understanding the role of the amino-acid sequence on the fibrils mechanical properties may
also be of therapeutic importance. In vivo genetic mutations may lead to the formation
of mechanically less stable fibrils that are prone to fragmentation. Brittle fibrils would not
only potentially increase the likelihood of early onset of amyloid-related disease through
increased seeding but may also increase toxicity because the shorter fragments have been
shown to disrupt cell membranes and can have enhanced cytotoxicity (28; 32). Early onset
type-II diabetes caused by a mis-sense mutation in the amylin gene within the Japanese pop-
ulation results in a change of the first serine residue to a glycine residue in the hIAPP20−29
region i.e SNNFGAILSS becomes GNNFGAILSS (98). It has been reported that this amylin
variant shows increased fibrillisation kinetics and enhanced cytotoxicity relative to wild-
type amylin (99). Although this particular mutation was not explicitly explored in this
study, nonetheless the SMD simulation results suggest that a plausible mechanism linking
enhanced fibrillisation to seeding and to cytotoxicity could be changes in the mechanical
properties resulting from the sequence substitution. SMD simulations such as those de-
scribed here could provide useful insights to aid therapeutic design strategies for amyloid
related diseases.
Implications for design of amyloid based nano-materials:
Knowledge of the factors governing the mechanical performance of amyloid or amyloid-like
fibrils will be useful in the design and construction of nano-materials based on the self-
assembly properties of amyloid. It may be desirable to engineer defects into self-assembling
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systems to produce a material that is more malleable at the macroscopic level. This could be
achieved, for example, by doping with a low concentration of synthetic peptides containing
one or more amino-acid substitutions incapable of forming conventional hydrogen-bonding
interactions within a β-sheet, or by mutating the dopant so it includes a disruptive proline
residue, or by introducing a substitution designed to disrupt electrostatic interactions within
the mature fibril. This strategy for nano-material design has already been used in computer
simulations of tubular nanostructures formed from β-helical protein motifs that have shown
that substitutions with synthetic amino acids (such as 1-aminocyclopentane-1-carboxylic
acid) can alter their structural stability (108). Steered molecular dynamics simulations,
such as those reported here, could well prove invaluable in the bottom-up design of novel
nanomaterials.
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Chapter 4
Modulating mechanical failure in
polymorphic fibril arrangements
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4.1 Overview
This chapter is based on a recently accepted paper due to appear for publication in the
Beilstein Journal of Nanotechnology in 2013.
4.1 Overview
Synopsis
This chapter explores the influence of the steric packing of beta peptides within amyloid
fibrils, due to polymorphism, on their mechanical properties. Three fibril polymorphs of the
SNNFGAILSS peptide are mechanically probed with aim of determining ways in which their
packing arrangements can be manipulated and exploited in nanotechnology applications as
means of modulation of fibril strength. To this end, the effects of packing, fibril length
and terminal capping are investigated with a view to potentially guide design strategies
for nano-materials construction. Polymorphism and capping offer two attractive parame-
ters that could be used to control the robustness of amyloid inspired nano-materials. A
favoured polymorphic state for instance could be obtained from altering the growth environ-
ment whilst terminal capping is a simple step during standard peptide synthesis. Previous
results from chapter 3 highlighted the importance of structural defects within the fibrils in
determining their mechanical properties. Here, particular focus is given to the role played
by such defects in the ability of the three polymorphs to resist an applied force. A hierarchy
of factors governing the mechanical resilience of defect containing fibrils is observed.
Introduction
Amyloid fibrils, like many crystalline materials, exhibit polymorphism whereby a peptide
sequence is able to form a variety of fibril structures with distinct features. The predom-
inant polymorph obtained by the protein assembly depends on the environmental growth
conditions such as pH, temperature, salt concentration and mechanical agitation (109).
Since amyloid polymorphs have been observed with drastically different morphologies (110)
and chemical properties (111), it is important to develop an understanding of how the
polymorphic form influences the mechanical properties of fibrils. A wealth of information
on the material properties of amyloid is already available from extensive pathological and
biological studies that focus on the diseases aspect of amyloid. Over recent years how-
ever, intrinsic properties such as self-assembly, robustness and degradation resistance have
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increasingly made amyloid fibrils attractive candidates for use in nano-technological appli-
cations (41; 42) that range from conducting nano-wires (43), drug delivery devices (44),
structural scaffolds (46; 47) and functionalised hydrogels (48). A central theme in each of
these distinct potential applications is an ability to control and modulate a desired property
of the fibril aggregates.
The requirements for the mechanical robustness of ideal long conducting nano-wires for
instance, is that they not be prone to fragmentation whereas a drug delivery device needs
to be sufficiently robust to carry its cargo to the target site, but then be able to release
it in response to an external signal. Amyloid fibrils are suited to property switching since
a change in solvent pH or temperature can unambiguously favour one particular polymor-
phic state over another. If the mechanical characteristics of the fibrils change significantly
between the two states, this could be then exploited as a simple strategy for modulation
in some nano-technological applications. There is a need however, to understand how the
arrangement of the individual β-sheets modulates the mechanical behaviour before fibrils
with bespoke material properties can be designed.
In this chapter, three polymorphs of fibrils formed from the SNNFGAILSS fragments of
the amylin protein (KCNTATCATQRLANFLVHSNNFGAILSSTNVGSNTY) as structurally
determined by ssNMR are simulated in full atomistic detail. The SNNFGAILSS sequence is
particularly interesting in that both parallel and anti-parallel polymorphs are simultaneously
observed under identical growth conditions (16). Moreover, a separate ssNMR study only
observed a single fibril type in the anti-parallel configuration, possibly due to the use of
different terminal capping groups (22). Consequently, the differences in energetic and me-
chanical stability between polymorphs of SNNFGAILSS present a unique system to study
the relevant interactions that play key roles in determining their observed properties.
The focus of this chapter is to investigate how the packing arrangements found in three
different polymorph symmetry classes influences fibril mechanical behaviour. The fibrils are
probed from different directions by use of four distinct pulling geometries. These SMD
pulling geometries are designed to either disrupt the stabilising hydrophobic core or back-
bone hydrogen bond networks from a variety of directions. A secondary investigation to
evaluate the efficacy simple ways to modulate the mechanical characteristics of the poly-
morphs is also carried out. In particular, assessments of how the mechanical properties are
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attenuated by incorporating chemical capping groups to neutralise the N and C-termini of
the peptides and whether the relative mechanical response is affected by changes to the
length of the model fibrils. Attenuation in mechanical robustness with increasing length
could, for instance, be important if viable long conducting nano-wires are to be created.
The ability to control the length of fibrils by use of simple alterations in growth and storage
conditions has been successfully demonstrated for bovine insulin fibrils (112). This could
allow for the fibril length to become be a tunable parameter to influence the desired me-
chanical properties in nano-materials design strategies, if a length dependency exists. The
comparative robustness might not only be different for the longer fibrils, but the stability
ranking between the associated polymorphs might also be altered.
4.2 Simulation details
Construction of polymorph models
Two coordinate files of parallel and anti-parallel SNNFGAILSS polymorphs as determined
by ssNMR experiments (16) were used to construct fibril models for simulation. A third
additional fibril structure was rationally designed in a parallel polymorphic stacking arrange-
ment. The three models are classified according to symmetry packing after the Eisenberg
steric zipper nomenclature as Class1-P, Class2-P and Class6-AP where ‘P’ & ‘AP’ denote
parallel and anti-parallel ladders of peptides in a β-sheet respectively. The peptide arrange-
ments for each of these steric zippers classes are schematically shown in figure 1.5. The
ssNMR coordinate files initially consisted of a pair of β-sheets, each of which was composed
of two peptides of the SNNFGAILSS sequence. These coordinates were used as templates
from which longer fibrils were constructed. The explicit details of the construction and
refinement of these models are discussed in § 2.3.1. Two fibrils sizes were constructed for
each polymorph namely a pair of β-sheets each containing eight peptides (8x2 model) and
a pair of β-sheets each containing 16 peptides (16x2 model). Two versions of the different
sized polymorphs were constructed with the peptide terminal ends in either the zwitter-ionic
form or neutralised with N-terminal acetylation & C-terminal amidation capping groups.
Molecular Dynamics simulation
In order to evaluate the thermodynamical and structural properties of the polymorph models,
unrestrained MD simulation was run using the multi-stage protocol outlined in § 2.5.1. A
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Polymorph Size N-C Terminus Amberff99SB Charmm22-cmap
Class1-P 8x2 free 22ns 10ns
8x2 capped 25ns 32ns
16x2 free 40ns 10ns
16x2 capped 40ns 30ns
Class2-P 8x2 free 22ns 10ns
8x2 capped 25ns 32ns
16x2 free 40ns 10ns
16x2 capped 40ns 30ns
Class6-AP 8x2 free 22ns 10ns
8x2 capped 25ns 32ns
16x2 free 40ns 10ns
16x2 capped 40ns 30ns
Table 4.1: Details of the molecular dynamics simulations run for the three polymorphs with different
lengths and terminal capping groups. MD was run with the Amberff99sb forcefield and the Charmm22-
cmap forcefield used for validation. The duration of each simulation is listed in nano-seconds.
summary of all the production MD and force-field validation simulations is presented in
table 4.1. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of backbone carbon-α atoms was used
to monitor convergence of the MD simulations. This was achieved within 20 to 30 ns for
the 8x2 and 16x2 models respectively.
Steered Molecular Dynamics simulation
The SMD protocol for mechanical characterisation of each polymorph is described in detail
in § 2.4.1. The final configurations of the fibril models at the end of the MD were used
as the starting points for SMD simulations with each model re-solvated in a larger water
box to enable extension under force with minimal self interactions. A summary of all the
mechanical probing simulations is given in table B.1. The parameters for each pulling mode
were as stated previuosly, with the exception of the capped models which required the use
of a time-step of 0.5 femto-secs and pulling velocity 0.04 A˚/ps.
4.3 Results: Structural properties and thermodynamics
Prior to the mechanical probing SMD simulations, an evaluation of how the packing arrange-
ments of the peptides in the three polymorphs influence the structural and thermodynamic
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properties in each fibril was made. A clear understanding of the relevant interactions im-
posed by the steric zipper classes is vital for the interpretation of the relative mechanical
responses amongst the polymorphs. An additional assessment of the effect of the terminal
capping groups on these structural and thermodynamic characteristics was also carried out.
Structural comparisons
The various configurations adopted by the fibril models and their structural properties at
the conclusion of the unrestrained MD show different trends between the three polymorphs.
However, the anti-parallel Class6-AP model is consistently more structurally ordered than
either of the two parallel counterparts irregardless of differences in fibril length, capping
groups or force-field used. The features of the final configurations of the 16x2 fibrils
are depicted in figure 4.1. These visual features are quantitatively expressed in terms of
secondary structure content and mean hydrogen bond numbers in figure 4.2. For these
measured quantities, the ranking amongst the polymorphs places Class6-AP higher than
Class1-P which is in turn higher than Class2-P.
Thermodynamic stability & electrostatics
The enthalpic stability of the polymorphs was assessed through the MM-PBSA method.
Table 4.2 lists the individual terms contributing to the enthalpy for both capped & uncapped
16x2 fibrils. The enthalpy differences show that the Class6-AP polymorph is the most
thermodynamically stable whilst class2-P is the least for the uncapped fibrils. The trends
in the thermodynamic ranking of the uncapped models are consistent with the structural
features found between them. Class6-AP for instance has the most amount of beta-strand
content and number of stabilising hydrogen bonds (figure 4.2). The introduction of terminal
caps however, seems to reduce the enthalpy differences between the polymorphs. The
differences between class6-AP and class2-P fibrils become vanishingly small despite huge
differences in both structural order and hydrogen bonding occupancies. The effect of the
capping groups on the overall stability of the fibrils can be understood from the changes
in the the electrostatic character they induce since they protect otherwise solvent exposed
charged terminus ends. These capping groups have the ability to significantly alter the
steric packing of the hydrophobic core (fig B.1) and hence the overall electrostatics of the
fibrils.
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Figure 4.1: Final configurations obtained of the 16x2 fibrils models at the end of unrestrained MD using
AmberFF99sb & Charmm22-cmap forcefields. No significant structural differences are observed for the
free-terminus models run in the two forcefields. The capped models run in Charmm22-cmap however show
increased twisting and disorder relative to those run in AmberFF99sb, with class2-P having more random
coiled potions in its peptides
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Figure 4.2: Left and right columns show the mean fraction of secondary structure content and hydrogen
bond numbers respectively. The details for the 8x2 fibril models are in panels (a) and (b). On the left,
blue bars show beta-strand content and green bars show random coil conformations. On the right plots, the
mean number of inter-strand backbone (yellow) and side chain (red) hydrogen bonds. Panels (c) and (d)
relate to the free terminal ended 16x2 models while panels (e) and (f) are for the capped 16x2 fibrils. The
secondary structure content and hydrogen bond analysis is computed from the final 10ns of MD.
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model ∆Helectro ∆HvdW ∆HSolv ∆HTotal
Class1-P free -10728.89 ± 178.96 -1142.96 ± 27.35 -4381.56 ± 179.36 -10549.96 ± 51.10
Class2-P free -2489.12 ± 151.98 -1248.73 ± 25.82 -12410.88 ± 146.13 -10370.50 ± 51.19
Class6-AP free -12900.62 ± 76.43 -1261.80 ± 26.91 -2298.86 ± 54.64 -10761.36 ± 50.93
Class1-P capped -10709.91 ± 47.56 -1221.79 ± 24.53 -1554.92 ± 36.28 -6968.85 ± 47.95
Class2-P capped -10927.08 ± 54.02 -1353.66 ± 28.20 -1402.38 ± 36.14 -7115.22 ± 50.68
Class6-AP capped -10909.72 ± 42.92 -1394.20 ± 26.41 -1341.87 ± 30.74 -7126.31 ± 49.38
Table 4.2: Contributions to the enthalpy (∆HTotal), calculated using MM-PBSA methodology. Units
are in kcal/mol, errors are the standard deviation in the mean. Analysis is from the final 10ns of MD.
Electrostatic (∆Helectro) and van der Waals (∆HvdW ) terms calculated from molecular mechanics force
field. The solvation free energy (∆HSolv) is the sum of polar contribution calculated from the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation and non polar contribution calculated empirically.
Relatively poor electrostatic energy in the Class2-P uncapped model is a major contributing
factor its unfavorable enthalpy (table 4.2). The poor electrostatic energy interactions are
in contrast to a very favorable solvation energy for this polymorph. Introduction of the
capping groups has a significant impact on these two terms, with a dramatic improvement
observed in the electrostatic energy which is coupled to an equally drastic reduction in
the favourable solvation energy (table 4.2). The origins of this effect can be understood
from a consideration of the orientations of the peptides in each model and the ensuring
electrostatic interactions imposed by the geometry.
Figure 4.3 shows the electrostatic potential of the free terminal polymorphs. The class2-P
parallel arrangement has peptides oriented in the same direction both within and between
the β-sheets. Thus in its zwitter-ionic form regions of similar electrostatic potential directly
interfaced resulting in a relatively unfavorable electrostatic energy. Significant electrostatic
repulsions occur which are much higher than those of the other two geometries whose
peptides are not pointing in the same direction both within and between the β-sheets.
Conversely, the arrangement in class2-P and the unscreened potential at the terminus end
is suited for interactions with the polar solvent molecules as this provide favorable bind-
ing sites. This is a possible explanation for the favorable solvation energy compared to
class6-AP and class1-P. For all models, the introduction of the terminal caps contributes
to relative reductions in the solvation energy and consequently the relative enthalpy too.
4.3 Results: Structural properties and thermodynamics
Figure 4.3: Electrostatic potential for the uncapped polymorphs. Side view: The fibrils are viewed edge-
on with the peptide axis perpendicular to the plane of the page, second image is the perspective of the
first image rotated 180◦ about the fibril axis. Interface: The interior of the interacting pair of β-sheets,
separated for clarity. The pair mates with the left hand edge of one sheet directly interacting with the
right hand edge of the other sheet (and vice versa). Note that although the sheets appear flat in this 2D
depiction, they are in fact twisted.
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Having established how the peptide packing arrangements in each polymorph affect the
fibrils structure and stability, the influence of these packing arrangements on the mechanical
properties were then examined. The pulling geometries outlined in § 2.4.1 were used to
characterise the mechanical response of the fibril polymorphs, with each independent pulling
mode simulation repeated four times and the mechanical stability inferred from analysis of
peak forces. The discussion of the results below starts with responses of the 8x2 fibrils
then moves on to the relative effects of doubling the fibril length and finally the viability of
terminal capping as a mechanical modulator.
4.4.1 Responses to anisotropic probing
Figure 4.4 shows the mean peak forces across all four pulling geometries for each of the 8x2
fibrils. As already observed in chapter 3, all three polymorphs demonstrate an anisotropic
response to mechanical probing. Similar mean peak forces are recorded amongst the poly-
morphs when the hydrogen bond networks are probed (shear & stretch). There are however,
very distinct responses when the hydrophobic core interactions are probed (peel & slide).
Figure 4.4: Mean peak forces recorded for the uncapped 8x2 fibril polymorphs during each fragmentation
mode. Error bars are standard error in the mean calculated from four repeats of each simulation.
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Polymorph ∆Gelectro ∆Gsolv ∆Gvdw ∆GBinding
Class1-P -2457.79 ± 4.17 2466.82 ± 4.01 -152.46 ± 0.31 -143.43 ± 0.62
Class2-P 938.98 ± 1.79 -849.46 ± 1.66 -198.60 ± 0.46 -109.08 ± 0.45
Class6-AP -254.94 ± 1.05 359.97 ± 0.84 -257.77 ± 0.40 -152.74 ± 0.52
Table 4.3: The interactions of the interface between the pair of β-sheets are decomposed into electrostatic
(∆Gelectro), solvation (∆Gsolv) and Van der Waals (∆Gvdw) energy terms which all contribute to the
binding free energy (∆GBinding). Analysis is from 1 ps snapshots of the final 10 ns of unrestrained MD as
calculated by the MM-PBSA method. The mean energies are expressed in kcal/mol units, with standard
error in the mean.
Hydrophobic core disruption: Peel & Slide
The largest mean peak forces for both hydrophobic core probing modes (peel and slide) are
recorded by the Class1-P polymorph. The molecular basis behind the relative ranking in
mean peak force between the polymorphs can be understood from examining the inter-sheet
interfaces that are affected during the SMD simulation. Both slide and peel modes disrupt
the inter-β-sheet interactions by forcing the hydrophobic core residues to be exposed to sol-
vent molecules. For the three polymorphs studied here, a correlation is observed between
the mean peak force and the inter-sheet electrostatic interaction energies (table 4.3) that
arise due to the unique packing arrangements of the monomer β-strands.
The Class1-P polymorph has the most favourable electrostatic energy between the stacked
β-sheets because these are arranged in an anti-parallel configuration, which brings the op-
positely charged C- and N-termini close together. However, since Class2-P is in a parallel
arrangement both within an individual β-sheet and within the stacked pair, this polymorph
has the least favourable electrostatic interaction between the sheets of the three. The fact
that the Class 6 polymorph is comprised of anti-parallel β-sheets stacked in a parallel con-
figuration places it intermediate between the other two. The correlation between the peak
force and the electrostatic interfacial energy demonstrates how the details imposed by poly-
morphic arrangements of the peptides in fibril can determine the mechanical characteristics
when force is applied in a particular direction.
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Hydrogen bond network response: Shear & Stretch
In the two pulling geometries (shear and stretch) that primarily interrogate the hydrogen
bond networks, similar mean peak forces were recorded for all three polymorphs. The stretch
and shear simulations probe the inter-peptide hydrogen networks in directions parallel and
perpendicular to the fibril axis respectively. Figure 4.4 shows that pulling parallel to the hy-
drogen bond network results in higher peak forces than when pulling across it. This implies
that the hydrogen bond network provides a cooperative resistance to the forces applied in
the direction of the long axis.
A surprising aspect of these simulations is that the polymorphs record virtually identi-
cal mean peak forces when subjected to stretch SMD, in spite of the fact that they contain
different numbers of hydrogen bonds (fig 4.2b). Consideration of this and the classical
Pauling-Corey hydrogen bonding model would imply that anti-parallel class6-AP model
should be much more resistant to these deformations than either of the two parallel fib-
rils. Moreover, a systematic simulation study of the relationship between thermodynamic
stability and the symmetry class of fibrils has shown that in non-Q/N rich sequences, the
anti-parallel fibrils tend to be more energetically stable than their parallel counterparts (21).
The molecular basis for the measured result here is however intertwined with the secondary
structure elements present at the end of the dynamics in each model prior to SMD. The fi-
nal configurations of the Class1-P, Class2-P, and Class6-AP structures consist of 34%, 40%
and 19% random coil conformations respectively (fig 4.2a), indicating that some native
backbone bonding defects are present in all fibril models. These defects can dominate the
mechanical response of the fibrils in a particular pulling direction by providing weak points
that liable to fracture, as previously seen in chapter 3.
4.4.2 Effects of increased fibril length
Having demonstrated that pulling along the long axis of the fibril by the stretch deformation
mode is sensitive to the presence of structural defects within the fibrils, an examination was
made into how the normalised peak force changes when the fibril doubles in length from 8
peptides in each pair of stacked β-sheets (8x2 model) to 16 peptides (16x2 model), since
there is a greater probability that structural defects will be present in longer fibrils. The
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Figure 4.5: Force per interaction interface normalised to compare relative response of 8x2 fibrils vs 16x2
fibrils for peel & stretch SMD. Error bars are standard error in the mean calculated from four repeats.
influence of fibril length on mechanical properties has already been demonstrated through
normal mode analysis in conjunction with a coarse-grained elastic network model based
on SNNFGAILSS fibrils (113), which showed that the bending rigidity increases up to a
critical length. It is however, not possible to assess the importance of defects within such
a coarse-grained model. The two sizes of each fibril polymorph are interrogated by the
stretch and peel SMD modes that probe the hydrogen bond networks and hydrophobic core
interactions respectively. For direct comparison between the 8x2 vs 16x2 fibril lengths, the
mean peak force during each SMD is normalised to the number interfaces probed (fig 4.5).
Increased fibril length: Response to Stretch
Figure 4.5 shows all three fibril models register an increase in the mean peak force per
interface upon elongation for the stretch mode (blue vs cyan). This is to be expected since
the numbers of hydrogen bonds are increased hence their cooperative action in resisting
the pulling action of the stretch SMD (parallel to this network) is enhanced. However,
the relative gains in the mechanical resistance appear to be unique to each polymorphic
model. Doubling the length for Class1-P and Class6-AP models leads to an increase in the
mean peak force per interface of 35% and 46% respectively whilst for Class2-P the increase
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Figure 4.6: Molecular configurations sampled from the peel SMD trajectory for (a) 8x2 and (b) 16x2 fibril
models of the class1-P polymorph. The carbon-α atoms in the peptides coloured green are pulled while
carbon-α atoms in peptides shown in blue are fixed. In contrast to the 8x2 fibrils, the response of the 16x2
fibrils leads to an exposure of only a small fraction of the hydrophobic surface.
is marginal at 9%. The ranking of peak force per interface amongst the polymorphs is
reflected in the total number of backbone and side chain hydrogen bonds present in each
model (fig 4.2d).
Increased fibril length: Response to Peel
Figure 4.5 also shows the normalised peak forces per interaction interface for the peel
geometry that addresses the hydrophobic core between the β-sheets. It is interesting to
note that doubling the fibril length results in very distinct responses among the polymorph
models in this direction. The net effect of elongation for Class2-P is a very marginal increase
(within the error) of 7% in the peak force per interface while Class6-AP registers a significant
54% increase. Intriguingly, the Class1-P polymorph suffers a reduction of ≈19% such that
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the normalised force per interface is higher in the case of the shorter 8x2 fibril than the
16x2 model. In contrast to the shorter (8x2) aggregates, applying peel SMD to the 16x2
fibrils results in a fragmentation of only a small fraction of the hydrophobic surface (fig 4.6).
Consequently it was not possible to relate the peak force measured to the thermodynamic
stability of the hydrophobic interface, because it is not completely disrupted during the
deformation. To understand the mechanical robustness of the fibrils, it is necessary to have
information about the structure of the fragments that result, as well as the structure of the
unperturbed fibrils themselves.
4.4.3 Mechanical modulation by terminal capping
The final strategy explored for modulating the mechanical properties of the fibrils was the
addition of terminal capping groups at both ends of the peptide strands which neutralise
the charged groups at either ends of the peptide monomers. The capping is in the form
of N-terminal acetylation and C-terminal amidation. The thermodynamic and structural
analysis in § 4.3 shows that the capped fibrils have significantly distinct properties relative
to the uncapped models. Here, the influence of these differences on the relative mechanical
response of each polymorph model are examined and the viability of terminal capping as
a mechanical modulator evaluated. The mean peak forces recorded through the peel and
stretch SMD pulling modes are compared for the 16x2 capped and uncapped polymorphic
variants1.
Peel: Capped vs Free terminus
In the Peel pulling geometry, the net effect of adding capping groups appears to be higher
peak forces for Class1-P and Class6-AP whilst no attenuation is observed for Class2-P fibrils,
as shown in figure 4.7. The fragmentation mechanisms between capped and uncapped
models are also a distinct from each other within a polymorphic state. Figure 4.8 shows
a comparison of the evolution of the distances between peptide pairs on opposite β-sheets
for the class1-P model during each set of repeat peel SMD simulations. The resistance
mechanism for the charged-termini models shows that the separation of the peptide pairs
occurs gradually, i.e. the fibrils have ductile characteristics. In stark contrast, the capped
1The capped models require the use of different simulation parameters for the time-step and pulling
velocity (0.5 femto-secs & 0.04A˚/ps). For cross comparability, a new set of peel & stretch SMD simulations
were run for the uncapped models.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of terminal capping on the mean peak force during peel pulling mode. Response of free
terminal fibrils (black bars) is contrasted against capped fibrils (white bars). Error bars represent standard
deviation in the mean calculated from four repeat simulations.
models undergo significant displacements over a very short period of time; consequently,
they are more brittle than the capped counterparts. This could be due the changes in the
fibrils electrostatic interactions which is a direct consequence of the terminal capping. In the
capped case for example, the fibrils may break suddenly because the interactions stabilising
the fibrils (hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic forces) are short ranged in comparison to
the long range electrostatic interactions within the uncapped fibrils. This highlights how
a relatively simple modification at the terminus end can have a significant impact on the
mechanical character of amyloid fibrils formed from short peptide sequences.
Stretch: Capped vs Free terminus
The effects of the capping groups in the Stretch SMD direction on the mean peak forces
are somewhat dependent on the structural details of each polymorph prior to the pulling.
Figure 4.9 shows the mean peak forces for the capped and uncapped versions of the three
polymorphs models during stretch SMD simulations. The trends between the free-terminus
polymorphs tend to reflect the numbers of hydrogen bonds (fig 4.2f) in each of these models
with class6-AP the most resistant and class2-P the least. However, the rank among the
capped models does not seem particularly correlated to the relative density of the hydrogen
bond networks, for instance the Class1-P peak force is higher than that of Class6-AP. Fur-
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Figure 4.8: Plots showing the displacement between peptide pairs on opposite β-sheets during the peel
SMD for the class1-P polymorph model. The free (left) and capped terminal (right) models are each
compared from four independent simulations. Colour scale is centre of mass distance between pairs in
angstroms (A˚), the x-axis is the pair number (total of 16), and the y-axis is time in ps.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of terminal capping on the mean peak force during stretch pulling mode. Response
of free terminal fibrils (blue bars) is contrasted against capped fibrils (white bars). Error bars represent
standard deviation in the mean calculated from four repeat simulations.
thermore, the capped class2-P and class6-AP models both record lower peak forces relative
to the uncapped counterparts.
The molecular basis for the response of the capped and uncapped fibrils to stretch SMD is
unique to the details of each polymorph as determined by both the number and the nature
of the defects present in the fibril models. Although both the Class1-P and Class2-P poly-
morphs show an increase in the number of hydrogen bonds when the termini are capped, the
quantity of ordered β-sheet secondary structure is reduced, indicating an increased number
of defects within the aggregates. Consequently, the mean peak force per interface required
to break the fibrils is reduced or remains the same when the termini are capped.
The behaviour of the Class6-AP polymorph, which shows a large reduction in the mean
peak force for the capped fibrils, provides a particularly striking example of how the re-
sponse of fibrils to an applied force can be dominated by the molecular details of the
defects present. Figure B.2 shows the starting configuration for the SMD simulations for
the capped fibril model. This polymorph developed a substantial crack defect in the one
of the paired β-sheets prior to SMD, which substantially reduced the ability of this fibril
model to resist stretch relative to its uncapped counterpart.
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Polymorphic packing arrangements:
The SMD simulations used to mechanically probe three polymorphs of fibrils formed from
the SNNFGAILSS sequence reveal an anisotropic response to the four pulling geometries
used. There is however, a significant difference in the relative responses between the
polymorphs when compared across the individual pulling geometries. Moreover, it is possible
to switch the fibrils from ductile to brittle by changes to the balance between short and long
range electrostatics. The results collectively demonstrate how the mechanical response of
fibrils is directly related to the peptide packing arrangements and the number and nature
of the defects present within the models.
Mechanical modulation:
The relative mechanical performances of the different sized fibrils produced contrasting re-
sults across the three polymorphs. For Class1-P, elongation led to increased mechanical
resistance in one direction that was coupled to increased fragility in another. Fibril elonga-
tion had a very minimal effect on the response of the Class2-P model whilst Class6-AP saw
significant improvements. The insights gained from such simulations could be particularly
useful, for example, in the selection or design of a template from which functionalised pep-
tides can self-assemble into conducting nano-wires. Since such a nano-wire structure needs
to be as long as possible but not prone to fracture, the Class6-AP polymorph would, on
the basis of these simulations, be a suitable choice relative to either Class1-P or Class2-P
for the SNNFGAILSS sequence.
The efficacy of terminal capping as a mechanical modulator was shown to be dependent on
both the polymorphic arrangement and the pulling geometry of the SMD mode. Significant
gains in resistance were obtained for Class1-P & Class6-AP models upon capping while no
difference was recorded in the relative responses of the Class2-P in the Peel SMD mode.
The utility of the capping strategy could become apparent when an ideal polymorphic ar-
rangement of a specific peptide sequence is desired for a nano-device but the resulting fibrils
found to be fragile (or too robust) for the purpose. The simulation data show that for some
polymorphic arrangements minor terminal modifications could be used as means to stabilise
(or weaken) the mechanical character in a non-trivial way to suit the desired purpose.
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Significance of defects in the fibrils:
The small model fibrils investigated in this study contain a high number of structural de-
fects, because they lack the stabilisation from crystal packing within a larger aggregate.
Consequently, it is possible to characterise how the nature and presence of such defects
influences their mechanical response. These illustrate the general principles that must be
considered when evaluating and comparing the mechanical properties of amyloid fibrils con-
taining structural defects. Although a number of fibril species have been reported to contain
extremely high degrees of structural order with defects present approximately one every 1000
molecules along the fibril axis (114) nonetheless, experiments probing the mechanical prop-
erties of α-synuclein and full length transthyretin using high pressure conditions have shown
that their robustness is indeed dominated by the presence of defects within the hydrophobic
core (115). In the crystallisation of inorganic substances, such as minerals and ceramics,
it is known that the number of defects will depend critically upon how these crystals were
grown, with factors such as the rate of growth, the presence of surfaces or impurities, and
whether the solution was agitated. If amyloid fibres with bespoke mechanical properties are
to be used in nanotechnology, it will be necessary to carefully assess the reproducibility of
the experimental conditions used to produce the fibrils, because small changes in the man-
ufacturing could potentially alter the polymorphic form or the number density of defects
present, and substantially affect mechanical robustness.
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Chapter 5
Engineering defects into fibrils to
alter mechanical characteristics
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Synopsis
This chapter explores the implications of the results presented in chapters 3 and 4 that
relate to the ability of defects in the fibril structure to dominate mechanical characteris-
tics in a given pulling direction. In contrast to the preceding chapters however, this work
probes mature fibres formed from Amyloid-beta (Aβ) and related variants that lead to early
on-set Alzheimer’s disease § 1.5. Two separate studies centering on understating and then
exploiting the mechanisms of failure in the fibrils are presented. The focus of the first inves-
tigation is on how defects that arise at peptide interfaces due to heterologous cross-seeding
of the wild-type Aβ fibres with peptides containing physiological mutations, such as those
found in Familial Alzheimer’s Disease (FAD), can attenuate the mechanical properties in a
manner that might be insightful for the design of nano-materials. A systematic examination
is made on the relationship between the physical changes imposed on the fibril structure
through various degrees of cross-seeding and the mechanical response. The second investi-
gation centers on whether the observed clinical trends in Familial Alzheimer’s Disease such
as increased toxicity & polymerisation can be directly attributed to the frangibility of the
Aβ FAD variants.
Introduction
At present, there is an ever growing list of proposed applications that seek to exploit the
desirable properties of self assembling amyloid fibrils in the construction of novel nano-
materials and devices (see § 1.3). The diversity of such potential applications require an
ability to both understand and control various aspects of the fibrils material properties for
efficient design or use. Such endeavours can take advantage of the abundant knowledge
already gained from biological studies that have primarily focused on understanding the
disease aspects of amyloid. This could include the effects of temperature, solvent choice,
pH , salt concentration or agitation on the morphology of fibrils grown in vitro. One such
effect could be the use of selected fibril fragments to seed the growth of daughter fibrils
with drastically different structural characteristics from the parent fibrils. The presence
of the seeding material allows for a ready nucleus on which fibril elongation by monomer
addition can proceed. The seeding material is usually composed of fragments of preformed
homogeneous fibrils that then eliminate the characteristic lag phase in the elongation of the
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mature fibrils (see fig 1.2). Depending on the perspective from which amyloid growth is
seen, the absence of a lag phase induced by seeding could be viewed as either disastrous or
desirable. In amyloid related diseases, this is more likely to be an undesirable consequence
as it is largely associated with the early on-set and progression of symptoms. In in-vitro
nano-material construction processes however, elimination of the lag phase could be a very
desirable step as it would likely increase the efficiency of the assembly process.
In some cases, fibril fragments from one peptide sequence are able to act as seeds for
the growth of a different amyloidogenic peptide sequence. This is known as ‘cross-seeding’
and has wide implications for the risk to the health of patients already suffering from one
form of amyloidosis. It is possible for instance that a patient of Type II diabetes might then
become susceptible to developing a secondary amyloid related condition such as Alzheimer’s
disease if fragments of hIAPP fibrils can seed the growth of Aβ40 fibrils. The very close
sequence similarly between the hIAPP and Aβ40 particularly makes this a very feasible
prospect although in-vitro elongation experiments have since suggested that hIAPP fibrils
are very poor seeds for Aβ40 elongation (116). The reduction in the risk of one amyloid
species potentially influencing the formation of another is thought to be a major reason why
the in-vivo polymerisation of functional amyloid tends to be a highly regulated process. An
example in humans would be the biosynthesis of melanin which takes place in specialised
organelles since disease related Aβ & α-synuclein fibrils are also able to act as templates for
melanin polymerisation (40). Cross-seeding is also a means for the propagation of different
amyloid strains. In a recent study of the cross-seeding between bovine insulin fibrils with
variant human insulin analogues, the transmission of phenotypic features from the mother
seeds to daughter fibrils is observed upon cross-seeding despite the formation of morpho-
logically distinct fibrils (117).
Cross-seeded amyloid growth offers an attractive avenue and means for the modulation
of the material properties of the resultant fibrils that could be then exploited when creating
novel amyloid based nano-devices. The seeding material can be engineered to induce ‘de-
fects’ along the fibril structure that could for example switch the fibrils material character
from brittle to ductile depending on the desired application. To this end, the computational
work presented in this chapter systematically investigates the efficacy of various types of
cross-seeding configurations in altering the structural and mechanical characteristics of Aβ
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fibrils. A number of models of wild-type fibrils were built containing differing degrees of
cross-seed interfacing with heterologous monomers associated with Familial Alzheimer’s
Disease (FAD). The variant Aβ FAD monomers used are those of the Arctic and Iowa
mutations in the WT sequence in positions E22G & D23N respectively. Additional models
that act as controls for the investigations undertaken made use of proline substitutions in
either the L17P or E22P positions of WT Aβ sequence. An experimental in-vitro muta-
genic cross-seeding analysis of a number of variant Aβ40 peptides (at position V18) with
the wild-type (WT) reveals that their cross-seeding susceptibility is closely related to the
aggregation propensity of the peptide chain (118).
The main aim of the simulations presented here was to assess whether the chosen cross-seed
interfaces that were engineered into the fibrils played a significant role in either enhancing
or reducing the measured peak forces relative to the WT. The performance of the WT
fibril was also contrasted to homogeneous models made entirely of the variant sequences.
A strong incentive for using the Aβ fibrils in this investigation was the sequence similarity
with the full length amylin protein from which the SNNFGAILSS fibrils in chapters 3 and
4 are derived. Although amylin fibrils are yet to be structurally determined there is strong
evidence to suggest that they also adopt the 3-fold symmetric arrangement exhibited by
Aβ (119). This in addition to the sequence similarity naturally makes Aβ a good choice
to extend the concepts developed from studies of the short the amylin SNNFGAILSS frag-
ments.
Unlike the pair of β-sheets in the SNNFGAILSS fibrils however, the size and shape of the
3-fold symmetric Aβ40 fibres imposes restrictions on options for meaningful SMD pulling
geometries that can adequately probe its mechanical properties. The primary SMD pro-
tocol employed throughout this chapter is concerned with disrupting the hydrogen bond
interactions along the fibril as these are believed to play a pivotal role in the overall me-
chanical stability. Due to the anisotropic response properties, a secondary pulling geometry
independent of the hydrogen bond network is also used to analyse the homogeneous fibril
models.
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5.2 Construction of Models & Simulation details
The detailed methods for building the various Aβ fiber models are outlined in § 2.3.2. Ini-
tial coordinates of a six layered 3-fold symmetric WT Aβ structure determined by ssNMR
experiments, were used as a template for constructing a 12-layered fiber made of a total
of 1152 protein residues. Modifications to the Aβ sequence in all the U-shaped monomers
inspired by two early on-set Familial Alzheimer’s disease mutations were then used to make
two additional fibril models. The sequence substitutions were in positions E22G (Arctic)
and D23N (Iowa). Controls for the investigations undertaken also required the construc-
tion of models containing proline substitutions in positions L17P (Proline-L17P) and E22P
(Proline-E22P). Both the homogeneous Proline-L17P and Proline-E22P variants form amy-
loid fibrils that retain the fundamental structural features found in the WT fibrils (120).
The starting structures prior to equilibration and dynamics for the 12-layered wild-type,
Arctic, Iowa and Proline-L17P models are shown in figure 5.1a.
In addition to these homogeneous fibrils, a number of models in different configuration
types of cross-seeding between the variant monomers and WT fibrils were built. The
location and nature of the cross-seed interfaces are schematically shown in figure 5.2 and
described in the following section. In all, a total of 21 individual (12-layered) Aβ fibers were
modeled for the simulation work described in this chapter. It should be noted that all mod-
els constructed here assume that the variants also adopt the 3-fold symmetric configuration
exhibited by the wild-type fibril. This may not necessarily be an accurate representation as
there is evidence from EM images of amyloid morphology for instance that shows Arctic
fibrils have larger diameters relative to WT (121) while Iowa fibrils exist in highly polymor-
phic states (17). Nonetheless, in the absence of experimentally determined structures for
these fibrils, the WT configuration is a justifiably reasonable starting point to explore the
relative mechanical effects induced by the various sequence substitutions.
Engineered defect sites
Sections of the 12-layered wild-type fibril were replaced with Aβ monomers of either Arctic,
Iowa, Proline-L17P or Proline-E22P variants to form cross-seeded interfaces. The locations
of the replacement layers are schematically depicted in figure 5.2. The cross-seeding re-
placements are applied to all three U-shaped monomers in the affected layers of the fibril.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The initial and (b) final structures after unrestrained MD simulation for wild-type, Arctic,
Iowa & Proline-L17P homogeneous fibril models. The coloured spheres represent the location of the sequence
substitutions across the fibril monomers: green is E22G (Arctic), blue is D23N (Iowa) and red is L17P.
Figure 5.2: Location of the cross-seed layers in each model. Four unique configurations (Defect 1 to 4)
were constructed using E22G, D23N, L17P & E22P variants in addition to the homogeneous fibrils.
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The cross-seed sites fall into four unique configurations which are namely, Defect 1, De-
fect 2, Defect 3 and Defect 4 (fig 5.2). In Defect 1, a single layer of sequence modified
monomers is used to replace the middle layer of the wild-type fibre. In the Defect 2 config-
uration, the cross-seed replacement is placed near one end of the fibre and is located on the
third layer from the top. The placement for Defect 3 is located in the middle of the fibril
but has two interfaced modified layers replacing the wild type monomers. Finally, in Defect
4, half the WT layers are replaced in an alternating manner with the modified monomers.
The configuration of each scheme is designed to assess how the location and number of the
cross-seed interface sites attenuate the mechanical characteristics relative to the wild-type
model.
Molecular Dynamics
The energy minimisation, equilibration and production MD phases for the various Aβ models
followed the simulation protocol described in § 2.5.1. Each fibril was explicitly solvated in
TIP3P water molecules with periodic boundary conditions employed. The combined protein
and water environment system consisted of≈140 000 atoms for each model. The production
MD simulations were run until convergence in the RMSD of backbone Carbon-α atoms had
been attained. For these cross-seeded models, convergence occurred within 30-40 ns of
unrestrained MD. The results for the RMSD, Secondary structure content, enthalpy and
hydrogen bonding for the cross-seed models, calculated from the final 10 ns of the converged
MD simulations, are shown in Appendix C.
SMD force application
Tensile pulling: Once the production MD simulations had fulfilled the convergence crite-
rion, the fibrils were then subjected to tensile pulling SMD simulations. The implementation
of the pulling geometry for the Aβ40 fibre takes into account the triangular 3-fold symme-
try and is a modification of the ‘Stretch-SMD’ mode (§ 2.4.1). The steering forces are
applied along the same direction as the hydrogen bond network and the fibre is pulled from
one end along its length until reaches its tensile limit. The modified protocol requires the
backbone carbon-α atoms of peptides on one end of the fibril (‘bottom’) to be held fixed
whilst the center of mass of the backbone carbon-α atoms at the other end (‘top’) of the
fibril are pulled linearly. A schematic representation of the tensile SMD pulling geometry is
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the tensile pulling SMD geometry. The center of mass of carbon-α
atoms in portions of monomers marked in green is pulled in the direction indicated by the arrow whilst the
carbon-α in portions marked in red are held fixed. All other atom types are free to move unrestrained.
depicted in figure 5.3. The fixed carbon-α atoms are chosen from residues on the ‘bottom’
two layers of the 12-layered structure located in the first β-strand region prior to the loop
in each monomer. Conversely, the pulled carbon-α atoms are chosen from the ‘top’ two
layers, also employing similar residue selection. The SMD parameters are; a pulling velocity
of 0.04 A˚/ps, spring constant of 500pN/A˚ and a time-step of 0.05 femto-seconds with a
simulation duration of 2 ns. The SMD probing simulations were repeated four times for
each fibril system.
5.3 Insights from heterologous cross-seed defect interfaces
The mean peak force measured from four repeat simulations for each cross-seeded model
relative to the WT fibril are shown in figure 5.4. The range of peak forces reveals how
both the location within the fibril and chemical character of the cross-seed variant peptide
can have a significant impact on either enhancing or reducing the peak force relative to the
WT. This gives hints of changes in the fundamental mechanical characteristics of the fibrils
as a direct consequence of the presence of the modified residues.
With the exception of the control Proline-L17P variant, all models register a relative in-
crease in peak force for the single cross-seed site located in the middle of the fibril (D1).
However, all models then see a drop for the D2 site, for which the cross-seed interface is
located nearer to the pulled end of the fibril. The Arctic variant in the D3 configuration reg-
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Figure 5.4: Mean peak forces recorded for the tensile pulling geometry for each cross-seeded variant
model. The mean peak force obtained for the wild-type fibril, shown as dotted line, serves as reference point
to highlight the degree of attenuation caused by the presence of the cross-seed monomers . Error bars are
standard error in the mean from four independent SMD simulations.
isters the highest mean peak force which is significantly larger than that of WT. The mean
peak forces in figure 5.4 suggest that the various integration of the modified peptides into
the WT fibril can have measurable effects on the mechanical response. This computational
approach could be adopted in the design strategies of novel amyloid based nano-materials
as a viable means of attenuating the mechanical character of the fibril to match the desired
application.
The attenuation of the mean peak force relative to the WT model (fig 5.4) can be un-
derstood from monitoring the sequence of events that occur during the fibril breakage
simulations. Visual inspection and post-processing analysis of the SMD trajectories, in par-
ticular, provide insights into the relationship of between failure points relative to the location
of cross-seed interfaces and the corresponding attenuation in mean peak force. A general
trend from these observations is that in the cases where lower peak forces are obtained, the
breakage of the fibril occurs at the cross-seed interface. Conversely, for cases with higher
mean peak forces than WT, fibril breakage does not involve the cross-seed interface.
An example of this phenomenon is shown in the comparative time evolution of the Arctic
and Proline-L17P cross-seed variants in the the D1 configuration during four repeat SMD
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Figure 5.5: Plots of the displacement of centre of mass distance (angstroms) between adjacent peptide
layer pairs (x-axis) as a function of SMD time (y-axis) in pico seconds. Left panel has the evolution of four
independent simulations (a-d) for the Arctic variant while the right panel is for the Proline-L17P variant,
both in the D1 cross-seed configuration. The black rectangles in each plot highlight the location of the
cross-seed interfaces in the 3-fold symmetric fibrils. The red asterisk in the black rectangles denote breakages
that occur at the cross-seed interfaces.
simulations (fig 5.5). The D1 Arctic variant breaks at locations that do not involve the
cross-seed interface, with a correspondingly high peak force relative to WT (fig 5.4). The
breakage locations for D1 Proline-L17P variant however, occur at the cross-seed interfaces
implying that these act as weak points hence the correspondingly low peak force relative
to WT. Analysis of the other model systems also yield similar trends and relationships to
those in figure 5.5.
The relationship between the observed fibril fracture points and the cross-seed interface
was thus put on a quantitative footing by defining a dimensionless parameter, η. This is
the ratio between the average number of observed breaks occurring at the cross-seed sites,
n, in the four repeat simulations and total number of cross-seed sites, N , available on the
three faces of the 3-fold symmetric fibril.
η =
〈n〉
N
(5.1)
The value of η has a maximum of 1 if breakage is observed at all cross-seed sites in all
the three faces of the fibril and a minimum of 0 if the fibril breaks at any other location
that does not include the cross-seed interfaces. The calculation of η for a set of repeat
simulations proceeds from the analysis of inter-peptide displacement plots such as those in
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Configuration Aβ variant 〈η〉 Interface break 〈Force〉 pN
D1
Arctic 0 × 6201.58 ± 108.13
Iowa 0 × 5955.95 ± 210.36
Proline-E22P 0 × 6113.51 ± 132.59
Proline-L17P 0.5 X 5058.92 ± 136.60
D2
Arctic 0.75 X 5752.00 ± 157.55
Iowa 0.33 X 5386.13 ± 114.51
Proline-E22P 0.67 X 5751.86 ± 135.46
Proline-L17P 0.92 X 4515.58 ± 225.59
D3
Arctic 0 × 6543.53 ± 130.47
Iowa 0.5 X 4687.41 ± 168.52
Proline-E22P 0.08 X 5491.83 ± 201.83
Proline-L17P 0.75 X 4966.21 ± 121.37
D4†
Arctic - X 5415.43 ± 98.590
Iowa - X 5843.20 ± 240.08
Proline-E22P - X 5571.87 ± 181.51
Proline-L17P - X 5961.40 ± 91.100
Table 5.1: Summary of the fracture locations relative to the cross-seed interface. The quantity η for each
configuration is averaged from four repeat simulations. The (X) symbol denotes the breakage of a fibril at
a cross-seed site while (×) denotes breaks that do not occur at the cross-seed interfaces. The peak forces
obtained for each configuration can be contrasted to WT, 5625.21 ± 124.66 pN. †Note that the in the D4
configuration every WT layer is always interfaced with a variant layer.
figure 5.5. For each cross-seed configuration, the magnitude of mean peak force relative to
WT and corresponding value of η are summarised in table 5.1.
In the D1 cross-seed configuration all models, with the exception of the control Proline-
E17P, record a value of η = 0. This implies that despite these models undergoing some
mechanical failure during the probing, the point of breakage in the fibril is nonetheless not
correlated to the cross-seed interface since the fibrils show no propensity to break at these
locations. This is in stark contrast to the control Proline-L17P variant which scores a value
of η = 0.5 implying that the cross-seed interfaces act as defect sites at which the fibril
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breaks. The trend of the Proline-L17P variant outscoring the other models and consistently
breaking at the cross-seed interfaces is also observed in the other configurations (D2 and
D3).
An interesting comparison can be made between the performances of the fibril models
containing proline residues (Proline-L17P vs Proline-E22P). The L17P variants have the
sequence substitution in the middle of the primary beta strand region of the U-shaped Aβ
monomers. Incorporating this variant into the WT layers leads to a general defect like re-
sponse when mechanically probed. The E22P sequence substitution meanwhile is situated
in the loop region of the U-shaped Aβ monomer, much like most FAD related mutations.
Incorporation of this variant into the WT fibrils generally leads to a mechanical stabilisa-
tion effect similar to that found in the Arctic variants (E22G). The differences between
the responses of the variants with proline residues (L17P & E22P) highlight how both the
chemistry and location of the substituted residue can play a role in attenuating the me-
chanical characteristics.
In the D2 configuration, where the cross-seed interface is located nearer to the pulled
end of the fibrils, all models score η values greater than 0. This is correlated to peak forces
that are either lower than or similar to the WT for the models that were previously mechan-
ically stabilised in the D1 configuration (Arctic, Iowa & Proline-E22P). This indicates that
for this probing direction, placement of the cross-seed interface close to the pulled fibril end
had a net destabilising effect on the mechanical response in all cases.
In the D3 configuration, where the cross-seeding is similar to D1 but involves two suc-
cessive layers of interfaced variant monomers, a contrasting set of responses are observed
across the models. The Arctic variant has a similar response to that obtained in the D1
case with η = 0 and also a higher mean peak force relative to the WT. The Iowa variant
however, sees a significant drop in peak force that is coupled to a value η = 0.5. The
Proline-E22P model has a small η = 0.08 value coupled to peak force that is similar to
that of WT. Proline-E17P scores η = 0.75 with an expected lower mean peak force relative
to the wild-type model. Note that for the final cross-seed configuration, D4, every WT
layer is always interfaced with a variant layer hence an η evaluation would not provide any
meaningful insights.
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The results from the sets of simulations as summarised in table 5.1 collectively demonstrate
how the location of a sequence substitution in the peptide monomer and the cross-seeding
placement relative to length of the wild-type fibril influences the mechanical characteristics
in the probed directions.
5.4 Insights from homogeneous Aβ variants
In order to interpret the results presented in the previous section, a fundamental under-
standing of the structural changes and key interactions that are imposed by the variant
monomers relative to WT is needed. In this section, homogenous fibril models made up
exclusively of either Arctic, Iowa or Proline-L17P monomers were built and compared for
structural, thermodynamic and mechanical properties. Studying these models might also
provide further insights on the reasons why fibril formed from Familial Alzheimer’s Disease
mutants, such as Arctic and Iowa, have increased fibrillation kinetics and toxicity relative
to WT.
5.4.1 Simulation Details
The construction of the homogeneous variants and their subsequent simulation details are
identical to those already outlined in § 5.2. At the conclusion of the MD simulations,
mechanical probing was done by the use of two distinct pulling geometries since the fib-
ril responses are known to be anisotropic. The first of these is the tensile pulling SMD
outlined earlier in this chapter. The second pulling geometry is in a direction that is in-
dependent of the hydrogen bond network and accounts for interactions between the three
individual proto-fibrils that make up the 3-fold symmetric Aβ fibre. This pulling geometry
is designed to probe the interactions between the FAD proto-fibrils by measuring the peak
force required to extract one such proto-fibril from the whole fibre. Figure 5.6 shows a
schematic representation of the pulling mode. The protocol requires the center of mass of
backbone carbon-α atoms on one outer β-sheet face of a selected proto-fibril to be pulled
in a direction perpendicular the fibre long axis whilst the carbon-α atoms the outer β-sheet
faces of the other two proto-fibrils are held fixed.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic representation of SMD protocol designed to extract a single proto-fibril from the
3-fold symmetric Aβ fibre. The center of mass of carbon-α atoms in portions of monomers marked in green
is pulled in the direction indicated by the arrow whilst the carbon-α in portions marked in red are held fixed.
All other atom types are free to move unrestrained.
5.4.2 Structural properties and Thermodynamic Stability
Structural differences
The configuration of the homogeneous wild-type, Arctic, Iowa and Proline-L17P fibrils at
the start and conclusion of the production MD phase are shown in figures 5.1a and 5.1b
respectively. All the models adopt a twisted morphology relative to their initial structures.
A summary of the structural properties measured in the final 10 ns of MD simulation is
presented in table 5.2. Secondary structure analysis reveals that the Arctic fibril has less
beta-strand content relative to either of the WT or Iowa counterparts. Within the bounds
of error, the three models also have similar backbone hydrogen bond numbers, however the
Iowa fibril has the least number of side-chain hydrogen bonds. Meanwhile, the structural
trends found in the control Proline-L17P fibril are as to be expected. The homogeneous
Proline-L17P fibril predictably has the highest content of non-beta-strand randomly oriented
structural elements, ≈ 60%, coupled with the least number of backbone hydrogen bonds
in any model.
Thermodynamic Stability
As a means of comparing the thermodynamic stability across the homogeneous fibril mod-
els, the MM-PBSA methodology was employed to compute enthalpy differences relative to
the WT structure in the final 10 ns of converged MD trajectories (fig 5.7). One of the
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Variant RMSD SSBeta SSRandom HbondBack HbondSide
Wild-type 1.06 ± 0.13 0.48 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.01 522.81 ± 9.91 44.33 ± 5.35
Arctic 1.22 ± 0.15 0.46 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.01 516.66 ± 9.53 42.10 ± 4.80
Iowa 1.42 ± 0.25 0.48 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.01 500.92 ± 10.91 28.48 ± 4.73
Aβ-L17P 1.32 ± 0.26 0.36 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01 428.40 ± 9.71 48.02 ± 5.61
Table 5.2: Structural properties of the fibrils evaluated from snapshots in the final 10 ns of unrestrained
MD. The summary includes mean value of the RMSD of backbone carbon-α atoms, fraction of secondary
structure content (SSBeta & SSRandom for beta strands and randomly orientated strands respectively) the
and mean number of hydrogen bonds (HbondBack & HbondSide for backbone and side-chains respectively).
Figure 5.7: The differences in configurational enthalpy for the homogeneous fibrils plotted relative to the
wild-type model.
most striking aspects of these calculations is that the Iowa fibril appears more enthalpically
favourable than the wild-type. This is particularly surprising if one considers the effect of
the D23N Iowa substitution. In the wild-type Aβ(9−40) sequence (fig 5.8), the negatively
charged aspartic acid residue (D23) forms a salt-bridge with the positively charged lysine
residue (K28). The presence the D23-K28 salt-bridge is known to provide an overall sta-
bilising effect in Aβ fibrils (70; 122; 123). Since the Iowa substitution (D23N) acts to
replace the aspartic acid residue with an uncharged asparagine, the resulting loss of the
favourable salt-bridges throughout the length of the fibril should intuitively correspond to
loss in stability relative to the WT. However, the relative enthalpy analysis for the Iowa fibril
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shows a counter-view (fig 5.7). The Arctic and proline-L17P models are both significantly
less enthalpically favourable in comparison to the WT model .
A clearer understanding of the calculated rank in enthalpy, especially in the case of the
Iowa fibril, is reached when one closely examines the protonation states of the titratable
residues and overall electrostatic interactions in each fibril model. The charge state for the
titratable residues as assigned by the ProPka package are depicted in figure 5.9. A close
inspection of figure 5.9 shows that each model has a multitude of columns of stacked layers
of charged residues which are able to participate in both short and long-range electrostatic
interactions. For the Iowa substitution (D23N), removal of the short range salt-bridge in-
teractions may at first glance have an apparent destabilising effect when viewed at a local
level. The individual energy terms contributing to the enthalpy calculations in figure 5.7
show however, that the Iowa fibril has the most favorable electrostatic interactions of any
model. This suggests that the long range interactions between the different columns of
charged residues around the fibrils (fig 5.9) become more favourable and provide a stabilis-
ing effect when the columns of negatively charged aspartic acid residues in WT are replaced
with the uncharged asparagine layers as in the Iowa fibril. This has direct consequences for
the mechanical characteristics, which are discussed further in § 5.4.3.
.
5.4.3 Mechanical response, Breakage events & Fibril fragments
The results discussed in this section, from the two independent pulling geometries used to
probe the homogeneous models, again demonstrate the anisotropic nature of mechanical
resistance in amyloid fibrils. The dominance of hydrogen bond interaction on the me-
chanical response in one pulling direction are contrasted to the dominance of electrostatic
interactions in a perpendicular direction. A close examination of the breakage events and
resultant fibril fragments left at the conclusion of the SMD provide of useful insights into
the mechanical characteristics that might then explain the propensity for increased toxicity
and enhanced fibril growth kinetics typically associated with FAD.
SMD results: Hydrogen bond numbers vs Long range electrostatics
The mean peak forces recorded from the tensile pulling SMD geometry, averaged from four
repeat simulations, are summarised in figure 5.10. The results show that WT and Arctic
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Figure 5.8: SEQUENCE: The residues that carry a net charge in the WT Aβ(9−40) sequence are
highlighted in blue (positive) and red (negative). The aspartic acid residue in position 23 (D23) of the
sequence is known to form a stabilising salt-bridge with the lysine in position 28 (K28) as represented by
the purple link. MODELS: The location of salt bridges in the fibril layers of the WT ssNMR structure are
shown for one proto-filament, for clarity, marked in yellow (lysine in blue and aspartic acid in red) in the top
and side views of the model.
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Figure 5.9: Assigned protonation states for the titratable residues in the WT, Arctic and Iowa fibrils
respectively (pH = 7.5). The 3-fold symmetric fibril is shown in grey for clarity whilst the titratable residues
are represented by the coloured balls whose charge state is denoted by the key.
Figure 5.10: Mean peak force recorded from four repeat simulation of the tensile pulling SMD geometry
for the homogeneous fibril models.
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fibrils register similar peak forces in the tensile pulling simulations which are higher than
those recorded by either Iowa or Proline-L17P fibrils. As this pulling geometry primarily ad-
dresses the hydrogen bond networks, it is not surprising that the trends in the rank of peak
forces appear to reflect that of the total numbers of hydrogen bonds (table 5.2) in each
fibril system. WT and Arctic models have the highest numbers of side-chain and backbone
hydrogen bonds which are then able to cooperatively resist the SMD pulling in this direction
with correspondingly high mean peak forces. The Iowa and E22P substitutions meanwhile
result in a reduction of total number of hydrogen bonds hence these fibrils record lower
mean peak forces relative to the WT. In as much as the hydrogen bond numbers clearly
play an important role in the mechanical resistance of the fibrils in this pulling mode, they
don’t however fully account for different fragmentation mechanisms and trajectories fol-
lowed by each fibril even in the cases where similar mean peak forces are recorded.
Although the WT and Arctic fibrils record virtually identical mean peak forces in the tensile
pulling mode (5625.21 ± 124.66 & 5625.01 ± 199.70 respectively) the manner in which
they resist the steering forces are quite distinct. Figure 5.11a shows that despite similar
peak forces being reached, the details in the force-time profiles are different. The drop
after peak force for the WT is relatively steep in comparison to that of the Arctic fibril
which is more gradual. Figures 5.11b and 5.11c graphically demonstrate how the Arctic
fibril suffers fractures at significantly more locations along its length relative to the WT
fibril despite the similarity in measured peak forces. Furthermore, figure 5.12 shows the
very distinct snapshots of the time evolution of WT and Arctic fibrils during the tensile
pulling simulations.
The final structures and the detached fragments at the conclusion of the SMD are not
the same for WT and Arctic fibrils (figure 5.12). The resistance mechanisms during SMD
probing of the Arctic fibril involves peptides at the fracture sites being drawn out in a
‘spaghetti-like’ fashion. This is in stark contrast to the WT where a ‘clean’ break is achieved
at the fracture site. This behaviour is very similar to that observed in § 4.4.3 where
direct changes to the SNNFGAILSS fibril electrostatics resulted in the mechanical resistance
mechanisms moving from a ductile to a more brittle like response (see fig 4.8). As in that
case, the resultant changes to the electrostatics of Aβ fibrils due to the presence of FAD
inspired substitutions here might also be playing a major role in determining the distinct
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Figure 5.11: a) Representative force-time profiles for selected WT and Arctic fibrils during the tensile
pulling mode. The fracture sites corresponding to the force profiles during the SMD are depicted in panel b)
for WT and in panel c) for Arctic. The X-axis in these plot represents the distance between adjacent layers
of monomers in the fibril while the Y-axis is SMD time in pico seconds. As there are 12 layers and 3-faces
in each fibril model, the graduations on the X-axis are 1-11 for layers in the first face, 12-12 for layers in the
second face and 13-33 for layers in the third face. The colour scale starts at 4.8 A˚ (yellow) and saturates
at distances equal to or greater than 12 A˚ (red).
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Figure 5.12: Representative snapshots of the time evolution of the a) WT and b) Arctic fibrils during
tensile pulling SMD. The WT fibril suffers a clean break at the fracture site while Arctic is drawn out along
its length when resisting the steering forces.
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Homogeneous model Proto-fibril Extraction 〈pN〉
Wild-type 4417.13 ± 32.14
Arctic 4612.97 ± 86.43
Iowa 4666.40 ± 118.00
Table 5.3: Mean peak forces recorded for proto-fibril extraction SMD averaged from four repeat simulations
in each case (quoted with the standard error in the mean).
resistance mechanisms. As such, the electrostatic contributions to the mechanical resistance
are directly addressed by the second SMD pulling mode with the results summarised in
table 5.3. As this pulling geometry probes the non-bonded interactions between the three
proto-fibrils that make each 3-fold symmetric fibril, the electrostatic characteristics in each
model (fig 5.9) appear to be closely related to trends in mean peak forces (table 5.3). For
instance, the Iowa fibril has the most favorable electrostatic energy and it is also the most
resistant to the forced removal of one of its three proto-fibrils. Meanwhile, less mechanical
resistance is encountered in WT fibril due to the long range net repulsive interactions
between its three proto-fibrils in this pulling direction (fig 5.9).
The results from the two independent pulling geometries show that not only is the measured
response in each fibril anisotropic but that the relative performance between the models
also changes depending on the pulling direction. This coupled with the distinct fracture
mechanisms in figure 5.12 again highlight how the deliberate selection of appropriate se-
quence substitutions during nano-technological design processes may be employed to induce
a desired material property such either brittle or ductile behaviour in an amyloid inspired
device.
The characteristics of the newly exposed fibril ends at the fracture sites and the struc-
tural details of the detached fragments obtained at the conclusion of SMD simulations (e.g
fig 5.12) are particularly interesting as these could provide clues as to why the FAD Arctic
mutation for instance leads to a more cytotoxic fibril that has increased fibrillation kinetics
relative to WT. The interactions of the fractured fibril at the newly formed ends with cell
membranes or other monomers might play a role in determining both the degree of toxicity
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and the rate of polymerisation respectively. This assertion is supported by a very recent
3D cryoelectron tomography visualisation study of β2-microglobulin fibrils interacting with
lipid membranes which reveals that the ‘ends’ of the shorter mechanically fragmented fibrils
enhance toxicity by directly attaching to then distorting and disrupting the membranes (33).
It is therefore important to model and structurally characterise these fibril ends prior to and
after their fragmentation.
Detailed analysis of the fractured fibril ends would require new simulations using signif-
icantly more layers of Aβ monomers than the 12 used here before any definitive conclusions
about their role could be made since fibrils are typically long structures in the µm-range but
the simulations discussed here only probe a relatively short segment of a typical fibril length
due to computational cost. Nonetheless, figure 5.12 still offers some tantalising glimpses
into a potential explanation for the clinically observed trends of FAD fibrils which should
be pursued further in future work.
5.5 Conclusions
The main purpose of this investigation was to carry out a systematic evaluation of how
defects that are deliberately engineered into model amyloid fibrils affect their mechanical
character and whether such strategies could be adopted in the design or construction of
amyloid inspired nano-materials. The choice of Aβ fibrils in this work and the subsequent
use of sequence variants associated with familial Alzheimer’s disease additionally meant
that possible links between the frangibility of the models and their enhanced toxic effects
could be investigated.
The heterologous interfaces between wild-type Aβ fibrils and the sequence variants de-
rived from either Arctic, Iowa, E17P or E22P substitutions all demonstrated a measurable
ability to significantly enhance or reduce the mechanical stability by attenuating the mean
peak force recorded for the homogeneous WT fibril. The degree of mean peak force at-
tenuation was directly dependent on the location of the heterologous interface relative to
the pulled fibril end, the location (and chemistry) of the amino-acid substitution along the
U-shaped monomer and also on the number of cross-interfaced sites along the fibril. In the
cases where lower peak forces relative to WT were recorded, the interfaces acted as defect
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sites since the fibrils always fractured at these locations. This was especially true for the
control E17P fibril configurations with proline substitution in the middle of the beta-sheet
region of the Aβ monomers as opposed to those in the loop region like Arctic, Iowa and
E22P which saw mixed responses in resistance relative to the WT. Conversely, in the cases
where higher peak forces were recorded, the heterologous interfaces were not involved in
the fibril fracture suggesting they provided a mechanically stabilising effect for those con-
figurations. The different responses could be traced to the changes in the electrostatic
interactions since all the substitutions involved the replacement of a charged titratable side
chain with a neutral one.
The role of the electrostatic interactions in attenuating the fibril mechanical characteristics
was further investigated through the use of homogeneous models comprised entirely of vari-
ant monomers. It was found that despite losing multiple stabilising salt-bridges through the
D23N substitution, the Iowa fibril was still significantly more enthalpically stable than WT
largely due to the highly favourable long range electrostatic interactions associated with
this change as a whole around the highly charged fibril. Changes in the fibril electrostatics
have been shown to switch fibrils from a ductile to a more brittle mechanical response in
SNNFGAILSS fibrils (Chapter 4) and a similar behaviour in the fracture mechanisms of
the homogeneous Aβ fibril was observed in this study. The structure of the distinct fibril
fragments obtained due to the differences in these breakage mechanisms at the conclusion
of the SMD might, with further analysis, provide clues as to why fibrils associated with
FAD have enhanced toxicity or increased polymerisation kinetics.
The two independent pulling geometries used here produced an anisotropic response within
each fibril model and the relative rank in mechanical stability amongst the different fibrils
was dependent on how the pulling mode impacted an intrinsic property such as hydrogen
bond density or electrostatics along that direction. As such, the relative rank between the
homogeneous fibrils saw WT record the highest mean peak force for the tensile probing
simulations by virtue of having the most hydrogen bonds whilst Iowa recorded the highest
mean peak force in the second SMD mode by virtue of having the most favourable electro-
static interactions between its three proto-fibrils.
Overall, these simulations demonstrate how engineering defects into amyloid fibrils through
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cross-seed interfaces can be used as an effective means for modulating their mechanical
properties particularly in the construction of tailored nano-materials and nano-devices. The
careful selection of appropriate sequence substitutions can produce a more malleable or
rigid amyloid based nano-material as desired. The results of these simulations also present
useful lines of enquiry for future work in understanding the origins of enhanced toxicity and
polymerisation kinetics found in FAD related fibrils based on the differences in the fibril
fracture mechanisms.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Future Work
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The main aims of the work presented in this thesis were to determine the factors that
are instrumental in the mechanical resilience generically exhibited by all amyloid fibril sys-
tems and then examine ways in which they may be modulated. Computational models
were mechanically probed through the application of steering force designed to disrupt the
stabilising fibril interactions from different directions. The work presented in chapters 3,
4 and 5 each investigate different aspects that were thought to be of significance to the
observed mechanical stability of these systems. The conclusions drawn from these studies
are discussed in detail at the end of each relevant chapter. Here, a summary of each of
these findings is given.
Role of peptide sequence in mechanical resistance of hIAPP20−29 protofibrils
In chapter 3, SMD simulations were used to probe the mechanical response of a series of
amyloid fibril models built from peptide sequences chosen to have properties intermedi-
ate between the highly amyloidogenic human amylin fragment SNNFGAILSS and its non-
amyloidogenic rat counterpart. The four pulling geometries used were sufficiently sensitive
to discriminate the responses between the fibrils even in cases with minor sequence modifi-
cations. The simulations reveal that the force required to induce mechanical failure depends
on the direction of the applied stress and upon the degree of structural order present in
the β-sheet assemblies, which in turn depends on the peptide sequence. The mechanical
responses were highly anisotropic, with the wild-type fibrils consistently recording higher
mean peak forces relative to the other variant models. The dense hydrogen bond networks
exhibited a cooperative resistance when the pulling direction ran parallel to them. However,
a key finding was that defects due to losses in inter-peptide backbone hydrogen bonding
were able to dominate the responses as they acted as weak points prone to fragmentation on
the application of force. The results have wider implications for the importance of sequence-
dependent mechanical properties such as the role of breakage events in cytotoxicity and on
fibrillation growth kinetics due to seeding.
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Modulating mechanical failure in polymorphic fibril arrangements
In chapter 4, an examination was made into how the different steric packing arrangements
of peptides found in amyloid polymorphs contribute to their mechanical stability. A series of
SMD simulations were performed to mechanically probe three polymorphs of SNNFGAILSS
fibrils and the responses contrasted at different lengths & terminal capping modifications.
Although the polymorphs all displayed an anisotropic response to the pulling geometries
used, there was however, a significant difference in the relative responses between the poly-
morphs when compared across the individual pulling geometries. The mechanical responses
of fibrils were found to be directly related to the details of the arrangements of peptides in
the β-sheets, with the observed strength in each polymorph dependent on how the pulling
geometry impacts on the intrinsic properties that arise due to the peptide packing and also
on the number of defects present within the models. The effectiveness of terminal capping
as a mechanical modulator also varied amongst the three polymorphs. It was possible in
some cases to change mechanical behaviour from ductile to brittle thus demonstrating that
minor inexpensive terminal modifications could be potentially used as means to attenuate
the mechanical characteristics in a non-trivial way for nanotechnology inspired applications.
Engineering defects into fibrils to alter mechanical characteristics
Chapter 5 explored whether heterologous cross-seeding interfaces in mature Aβ amyloid
fibrils could be exploited to attenuate the mechanical characteristics in a manner that might
be useful in the design and modulation of nano-materials. This work was partly inspired by
results in chapters 3 and 4 which highlighted how strongly structural defects are able to
dominate the fragmentation mechanism in the fibrils. Comparison of the mean peak forces
extracted from tensile pulling SMD show measurable differences in the mechanical responses
of the wild-type relative to the cross-seeded fibril models. There was a clear correlation
between the location of the cross-seed interface along the fibril length and the degree of
peak force attenuation relative to the wild-type Aβ fibril. Some cross-seed configurations
enhanced mechanical resistance whilst others were able to significantly reduce it thus making
this a viable strategy for mechanical modulation in amyloid based nano-material design.
Changes in the electrostatic characteristics, due to the sequence substitutions, were able to
switch the fibrils fracture mechanisms from ductile to malleable behaviour.
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The results of the work presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis all offer up a number
of possible avenues for future investigations. This section proposes additional research that
might not only enhance the findings in those chapters but also offer broader insights into the
fragmentation process of amyloid fibrils. A common trend prevalent in all the investigations
described here was the role of structural defects in dominating the mechanical behaviour
of the otherwise highly ordered fibril aggregates. Further work is needed to hierarchically
rank the importance and prevalence of different types of structural defect in terms of how
they then influence the overall fracture mechanisms of the fibrils.
Clues as to why fibril fragmentation leads to enhanced cyto-toxicity and fibrillation ki-
netics can possibly be found from analysis of the structure of the fibril fragments since their
surface interactions are likely responsible for these characteristics. Due to computational
costs associated with the full atomistic representation however, only relatively short lengths
of fibrils were mechanically probed in this work. This makes analysis and structural charac-
terisation of the fibril fragments after SMD, particularly their edges, difficult to interpret as
the breakage of a much longer fibril model is likely to give a more accurate representation
of the details at the fracture site than a short fibril would. It is therefore instructive to
model significantly longer fibrils than presented here in order to assess what surface charac-
teristics on the edges of their fragments are responsible for their ability to induce increased
cyto-toxicity or fibrillation kinetics.
Obtaining thermodynamic information, such as changes in the free energy landscape as
the mechanical probing simulations progress, would enhance the understanding of key in-
teractions involved in the fracture mechanisms of the fibrils. This would require the use
of alternative computational approaches like the introduction of a level of coarse-graining
that would then enable the generation of statistically significant repeat SMD simulations
for PMF reconstruction via the Jarzynski relation. Another approach might be to run a
combined series of SMD simulations at multiple temperatures using multiple pulling speeds
in order to asses how the mechanical strength of the fibrils might be determined by the
choreography of unfolding events. Complementary information to the work presented here
might also be extracted from running the simulations using the constant force SMD method.
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In chapter 3, the rat-IAPP inspired sequence substitutions were made only on the paral-
lel SNNFGAILSS polymorph. However, the ssNMR experiments find that this polymorph
coexists in thermal equilibrium with an anti-parallel counterpart. It would be prudent to
assess whether identical substitutions on the anti-parallel polymorph motif also yield similar
trends in the rank of mechanical resistance.
In chapter 4, the work on three SNNFGAILSS polymorphs could be expanded to include the
other five possible Eisenberg steric zipper classes of the peptide sequence. This would allow
for wider conclusions to be drawn on the role played by the peptide packing arrangements in
determining the mechanical characteristics of the fibrils. Additionally, the trends from fibrils
of other short peptide sequences could be assessed and incorporated to give a more general
picture. These could include fibrils formed from sequences such as GNNQQNY, SSTSSAA,
VEALYL and GGVVA whose thermodynamic stability across all eight steric classes has been
determined (21).
In chapter 5, the ssNMR derived Aβ9−40 fibril model has the first eight residues miss-
ing in each monomer since these could not be resolved in the structural determination
experiments. Although these residue are not thought to be in a beta-strand conforma-
tion, their interactions could nonetheless play a crucial role in the mechanical stability of
the fibrils, especially given that they are predominately composed of charged amino-acid
groups. Thus for an accurate understanding of the mechanical resilience of Aβ fibrils, future
investigation should consider modelling the fibrils with the missing residues rationally added.
A final proposal for future work stemming from chapter 5 is the design of additional pulling
geometries more suited to the 3-fold symmetric structure found Aβ fibrils that are able to
probe the fibrils through bending and twisting motions. These new simulations could be
designed by adapting the constant torque SMD method through careful scripting in the
NAMD software package. This will provide an opportunity to interrogate the stabilising
inter-peptide hydrogen bond interactions in a different manner than could be achieved by
the pulling geometries used for the homogeneous FAD associated fibrils.
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Appendix A
Force Response for sequence
variants:
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Figure A.1: (a) Comparison of the peel SMD simulation performed using the two different forcefields.
Error bars are from averaging the mean peak force from four repeat simulations in each case. (b) The peel
SMD simulations run at five different pulling velocities with four repeats used in each case.
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Figure A.2: Force time profiles for the wild-type sequence fibrils as the four different deformations are
applied. The colours black, red, green and blue represent four repeat trajectories carried out for each type
of deformation. (a) Peel (b) Stretch (c) Slide (d) Shear.
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Figure A.3: Force-time profiles during peel simulations for the six model fibril variants. The red, blue,
black and green graphs in each plot represent each of the four repeat simulations.
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Figure A.4: Force-time profiles during stretch simulations for each of the six model fibril variants. The
red, blue, black and green graphs in each plot represent each of the four repeat simulations.
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Figure A.5: Force-time profiles during slide simulations for the six variants. The red, blue, black and green
graphs in each plot represent the four repeat simulations
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Figure A.6: Force-time profiles during shear simulations for the six variants. Due to noise in the signal,
the force profiles for the shear simulations have been post-processed with a moving median filter considering
periods of 100 ps. The red, blue, black and green graphs in each plot represent the four repeat simulations.
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Appendix B
Details for fibril polymorphs:
136 SMD simulations:
Polymorph Size N-C Terminus Deformation # of Sims
Class1-P 8x2 free Peel, Stretch, Slide, Shear 16
8x2 capped Peel, Stretch, Slide, Shear 16
16x2 free Peel, Stretch 8
16x2 capped Peel, Stretch 8
* 16x2 free Peel, Stretch 8
Class2-P 8x2 free Peel, Stretch, Slide, Shear 16
8x2 capped - -
16x2 free Peel, Stretch 8
16x2 capped Peel, Stretch 8
* 16x2 free Peel, Stretch 8
Class6-AP 8x2 free Peel, Stretch, Slide, Shear 16
8x2 capped Peel, Stretch, Slide, Shear 16
16x2 free Peel, Stretch 8
16x2 capped Peel, Stretch 8
* 16x2 free Peel, Stretch 8
Table B.1: Summary of SMD simulations to mechanically probe the fibril models run in NAMD with
Charmm22-cmap forcefield. The constant velocity method was used in all cases with a pulling velocity of
0.01A˚/ps for the free terminus models whilst the capped models used 0.04A˚/ps . For direct comparison,
the free terminus models marked with * also used a pulling velocity of 0.04A˚/ps.
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Figure B.1: Class1-P fibril models viewed from above the peptide axis. Positions and alignment of
phenylalanine in the hydrophobic core are used as an indicator of the relative packing adopted by the
peptides in the two forcefields. Similar packing is observed between the free models. For capped models,
the fibril run in AmberFF99sb model has a noticeable shift between its β-sheets as the Phe residues are
further apart whereas the capped fibril run in Charmm22-cmap has a more twisted appearance.
Figure B.2: Molecular conformation of the capped Class6-AP fibril prior to SMD simulation. The mis-
aligned peptides strands on the purple β-sheet, highlighted in grey, are significantly splayed and have reduced
inter-peptide hydrogen bonding. This structural defect site is the first point of failure for the leading to the
reduced peak force for this fibril model.
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Appendix C
Cross-seeded fibril properties:
The results for the RMSD, Secondary structure content, enthalpy and backbone hydrogen
bonding for the cross-seed models, calculated from the final 10 ns of the converged MD
simulations are presented in plots below. The nomenclature used in the plots is as follows:
• Homogeneous Arctic fibril: Arctic
Arctic cross-seed D1 configuration: a-D1-cross-seed ...etc
• Homogeneous Iowa fibril: Iowa
Iowa cross-seed D1 configuration: i-D1-cross-seed...etc
• Homogeneous Proline-L17P fibril: Proline-L17P/Physical-PRO
Proline-L17P cross-seed D1 configuration: p-D1-cross-seed...etc
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Figure C.1: RMSD values for the final 10 ns of ≈ 40 ns unrestrained molecular dynamics. (a) Wild-type
and Arctic cross-seeds, (b) Iowa cross-seeds and (c) Proline-L17P cross-seeds.
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Figure C.2: Mean secondary structure content values for the final 10 ns of ≈ 40 ns unrestrained molecular
dynamics. (a) Wild-type and Arctic cross-seeds, (b) Iowa cross-seeds and (c) Proline-L17P cross-seeds.
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Figure C.3: Mean enthalpy for the final 10 ns of ≈ 40 ns unrestrained molecular dynamics. (a) Wild-type
and Arctic cross-seeds, (b) Iowa cross-seeds and (c) Proline-L17P cross-seeds.
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Figure C.4: Mean number of backbone hydrogen bonds for the final 10 ns of≈ 40 ns unrestrained molecular
dynamics.(a) Wild-type and Arctic cross-seeds, (b) Iowa cross-seeds and (c) Proline-L17P cross-seeds.
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